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dallas independent school district

October, 1974

Dear Colleague:

For years education has played "catch up" with the demands of society and
work. We taught, or placed emphasis on, those ideas and subjects which
businesses needed their employees to know or which colleges required for
entrance. But industry has made tremendous advances; college is not for
everyone; and teenagers want to work as soon as they graduate. So, again
education finds itself following rather than leading.

Project SWEP (Skyline West Educational Plan) was created Cu determine what
a secondary school should be like in the two decades between 1980 and 2000.
Such forecasting is difficult for any group, but particularly difficult for
one studying a field which is not clearly defined in 1974.

Our problem was to determine the society of those two decades, then to
design a curriculum to meet that society. There will, of course, be cer-
tain needs that the educational process must meet skills, attitudes, tra-
ditions, knowledge and values. While we realize our acute responsibility
to the coming society, we also are aware that the public schools reach
only so far, and that other operations and media must assume jobs of train-
ing and guidance, also. Our responsibility is great, though, and we will
neither shun it nor neglect it.

We have tried to define in this study the needs which fall on our shoul-
ders, specifically( in the area of the secondary school, and have outlined
specific programsIncluding staff description, student population and
facilities which hopefully will stand up to the demands of the 1980s and
1990s.

We hope you find this volume interesting and informative.

NE:lf

Sincerely,

,,fh)f-1(-;', A o'rfl 1)

Nolan Estes
General Superintendent
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A project for planning the school of the future to serve the Dallas-Fort Worth

Metroplex

Sponsored by the U. S. office of Education

You see thin ;s as they

an, and you ask "V,hy?"

But I dteam thit. that

neker ere: and I ask

"Why ne?"

Geerge Bernard Sha,A
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MODEL FOR SECONDARY SCHOOLING OF THE FUTURE

SCHOOL BOARD

STUDEN
DEMOGRAPHY'

(1) Student sex age, race etc

(2) Regular students
Adult-education students
Special-education students
Other students

(3) Support data to ass.st individual
students in making wise program
selections

141 Matriculation mechanics for regular
students, re-entenng students, work-

' study students, adult education
students, and other students

(5) Educational objectives for instruc-
STUDENT' tonal programs

(6) Includes organizational patterns

(7) Management plan for achieving pro-
gram objectives

(8) Replaces the traditional term Principal

The student, in
addition to being the

recipient of schooling,

is an active participant
in strategy

development

7



SWEP EXECUTIVE SUMMARY

a

The mission of Project SWEP was to conceptualize the secondary

school of the years 1980 -2000 and to develop a viable working model of

such schooling.

This task was difficult. In addition to the obvious uncertainties

involved in making predictions about the role of future education, the

literature revealed more than just a little lack of agreement as to what

the ideal role of current education ought to be!

Chronologically, the Staff first sought a comprehensive description

of the society of the 1980's and beyond, with emphasis upon how education

might be impacted by various facets of that future society. From this

description of society, a graphic model 'elf future schooling evolved.

This SWEP Model was next applied to the creation of a hypothetical

secondary school serving the needs of special students within the Dallas-

Fort Worth Metroplex. This appbication provided a test of the Model's

logic, of its Planning Specifications, and of its possible utility as

a guide for future planners within the Metroplex as well as across the

Nation.

The SWEP Model's hypothetical application represented a synthesis

and a melding of The Futures Survey data, the Delphi data, the National

Review Committee input, and the considered judgments of the SWEP Staff.

This hypothetical application of the Model to an imaginary schooling site

was assigned the acronym SWEP-H and was envisioned as having these

characteristics:

o SWEP-H programs would furnish a learning environment directed

toward meeting the academic, career, and social nee(1 s of

special students whose needs could not be met easily else-

where in the Metroplex. The student body of approximately

5,000 would be comprised of a mix of ethnic minority students



This task was difficult. In addition to the obvious uncertainties

involved in making predictions about the role of future education, the

literature revealed more than just a little lack of agreement as to what

the ideal role of current education ought to be!

Chronologically, the Staff first sought a comprehensive description

of the society of the 1980's and beyond, with emphasis upon how education

might be impacted by various facets of that future society. From this

description of society, a graphic model of future schooling evolved.

This SWEP Model was next applied to the creation of a hypothetical

secondary school serving the needs of special students within the Dallas-

Fort Worth Metroplex. This application provided a test of the Model's

logic, of its Planning Specifications, and of its possible utility as

a guide for future planners within the Metroplex as well as across the

Nation.

The SWEP Model's hypothetical application represented a synthesis

and a melding of The Futures Survey data, the Delphi data, the National

Review Committee input, and the considered judgments of the SWEP Staff.

This hypothetical application of the Model to an Imaginary schooling site

was assigned the acronym SWEP-H and was envisioned as having these

characteristics:

o SWEP-H programs would furnish a learning environment directed

toward meeting the academic, career, and social needs of

special students whose needs could not be met easily else-

*

where in the Metroplex. ,The student body of approximately

5,000 would be comprised of a mix of ethnic minority students

and educationally advantaged students.

o Instructional techniques and programs would reflect technologi-

cal advances and would be developed to suit the projected

attitudinal, cognitive, and psychomotor needs of students in

the 1980's and beyond. Such advances would include special-

7
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ized applications of behavior technology and medical technol-
.1

ogy (schooling-related drugs, surgery, etc.).-

o Special care would be exercised to insure that consumer educa-

tion, conservation education, vocational-technical education,

and the personal skills necessary for coping with society

would be central to the schooling programs and relevant to

the students' needs.

o The word school would have a much broader meaning than it does

in the 1970's. Schooling would be inter-generational, inter-

agency, and inter-regional. Schooling would be more intimately

interfaced with societal components and would be more multi-

sited, with much schooling occurring out in the community

"where the action is."

o SWEP-H would be characterized by choice. Students would be

counseled and encouraged to choose courses and teaching methods

most suited to their particular learning styles, needs, aspira-

tions, interests, and abilities. Instructional staff persons

would be counseled, encouraged, and expected to choose the-

instructional processes with which they would be most comfort-

able and effective. The-'most qualified and professional

teachers would have more flexible "teaching styles" and be

thus suited to a variety of instructional processes.

o Process-wise and evaluation-wise, the school philosophy would

lie characterized by flexibility and a certain degree of risk

orientation, especially in terms of innovative programs; and

would foster an "If it teaches, and if it seems right, do it"

approach to schooling. Facilities, antiquity, and such

variables would not dictate school programs.

Traditional scheduling would neither dominate nor dictate the

E,.; ,-Psses. Flexible scheduling would permit

students.anJ ,eachers to structure class times to accomodate



the students' needs.

o The word school would have a much broader meaning than it does

in the 1970's. Schooling would be inter-generational, inter-

agency, and inter-regional. Schooling would be more intimately

interfaced with societal components and would be more multi-

sited, with much schooling occurring out in the community

"where the action is."

o SWEP-H would be characterized by choice. Students would be

counseled and encouraged to choose courses and teaching methods

most suited to their particular learning styles; needs, aspira-

tions, interests, and abilities. Instructional staff persons

would be counseled, encouraged, and expected to choose the

instructional processes with which they would be most comfort-

able and effective. The most qualified and professional

teachers would have more flexible "teaching styles" and be

thus suited to a variety of instructional processes.

o Process-wise and evaluation-wise, the school philosophy would

be Characterized by flexibility and a certain degree of risk

orientation, especially in terms of innovative programs; and

would foster an "If it teaches, and if it seems right, do it"

approach to schooling. Fshilities, antiquity, and'such

variables would not dictate school programs.

o ,Traditional scheduling would neither dominate nor dictate the

instructional processes. Flexible scheduling would permit

students and teachers to structure class times to accomodate

the widest spectrum of varied schedules and diverse curriculum

arrangements required for community involvement, cooperative

part-time studies, lectures, group discussion, off-campus

instruction, travel experiences, or any other educational

processes that would seem appropriate.
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o Societal changes would be quickly reflected in teaching

strategies. Mechanisms would be provided for the coopers-
,

tive development of successful school strategies. Such

development would require cooperative interaction between

community representatives, parents, students, professional

staff, the facilitator, the central office staff, ' u-

ation personnel.

o Theidesign of the SWEP-H school presumes collective develop-

ment and evaluation of educationa\ goals and objectives, with

input from all facets of society (including the school

community). The design also incorporates a cybernetic

systems approach to continuous program evaluation and devel-

opment; therefore, input and feedbac: from students, faculty,
.

)patrons, administrators, and community serve as iterative

components.

o Staffing arrangements for SWEP-H would include certificated

professional teachers, non-certificated resource professionals,

para-professionals with special training, and skilled lay persons

from the global society to fulfill the special technical and

academic roles delineated by a comprehensive needs assessment.

o The differentiated staff would function as an instructional

team. Members of the team would provide the array of expertise

and training necessary to diagnose a student's entry level for

schooling to prescribe a program for schooling the student,

to effect those instructional processes which would best match

the student's needs and abilities and aspirations with the

school's resources and instructors, and to evaluate the

student's progress. (The reader is cautioned that, as used

e
herein, instructional team and team teaching are not the same

phrases. Team teaching is but one of the many possible pro-

cesses of instruction; instructional team is the nomenclature
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o The design of the SWEP-H school presumes collective develop-

ment and evaluation of educational goals and objectives, with

input from all facets of society -(including the school

community). The desigp also incorporates a cybernetic

systems approach to continuous program evaluation and devel-

opT----,t therefore, input and feedback from students, faculty,

administrators, and community serve as iterative

components._

o Staffing arrangements for SWEP-H would include certificated

professional teachers, non-certificated resource professionals,

para-professionals with special training, and skilled lay persons

from the global society to fulfill the special technical and

academic roles delineated by a comprehensive needs assessment.

o The differentiated staff would function as an instructional

team. Members of the team would provide the array of expertise

and training necessary to diagnose a student's entry level for

schooling, to prescribe a program for schooling the student,

to effect those instructional processes-which would best match

the student's needs and abilities and aspirations with the

school's resources and instructors, and to evaluate the

student's progress. (The reader is cautioned that, as used

herein, instructional team and team teaching are not the same

phrases. Team teaching is but one of the many possible pro

cesses of instruction; instructional team is the nomenclature

for the entire instructional staff.)

o Each stud it would have the right to succeed in a course rela

'*tive to her or his ability; therefore, grading procedures

would be one of the many options which both teachers and

students would face. Likely, fewer and fewer students and

i i i
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teachers would elect instructional processes whose grading

schemes are based on the traditional-assumption that everyone
0

cannot and/or should not succeed in a course! As a consequence,

more and more courses would incorporate criterion-referenced

(mastery-oriented) grading systems.

o Because of/the unusual flexibility of this envisioned educa-

tional enterprise and because of its "responsible student choice"

philosophy, continuous counseling of students by the entire

schooling staff would play a vital role. Students would make

choices of programs, of particular courses within programs,

of times of day for schooling, of teachers, and of methods of
11.

7
instruction. Open campus and open-matriculation would require

extensive student-parent d-2cisions and assumptions of responsi-

bility. Counseling would help insure that student learning '

styles were optimally matched with teacher teaching styles,

and that both students and teachers were effectively matched

with compatible instructional processes.

o Because schooling would be strongly student centered and be-

cause educational strategies would be designed to encourage

responsible student choices, a critical element in the

educational process, students-would hopefully leave such

future schools with a better sense of identity and with a

higher self-esteem. They should likewise be better prepdfed

responsibility-wise, for occupational, societal, and consumer

roles in their society. They would be more aware of, and

would assume greater responsibility for, the protection and

conservation of their environment. This, of course, implies

a concsped appreciation of self: of nature, and of aesthetics.

o SWEP-H schooling would articulate with the overall schooling

of the citizen of the future, whiJI would be virtually from

the cradle 'to the grave. This continuous education would

1



,tional entetprise and because of its "respon.sible student choice"

f philosophy, continuous counseling of students by the entire

schooling staff would play a vital role. Students would make 1

choices of programs, of particular courses within programs,

of times of day for schooling, of teachers, and of methods of

instruction. Open campus and open - matriculation would require
1

extensive student-parent d,2cisions and assumptions of responsi-

bility. Counseling would help insure that student learning

styles were optimally matched with teacher teaching styles,

and that both students and teachers were effectively matched

with compatible instructional processes.

o Because schooling would be strpngly student centered and be-

cause educational strategies Tipuld be designed to encourage

responsible student choices, a critical element in the

educational process, students would hopefully leave such

future schools with a better.sense of identity and with a

higher self-esteem. They should likewise be better prepared

responsibility-wise, for occupational, societal, and consumer

roles in their society. They would be more aware of, and

would assume greater responsibility for, the protection and

conservation of their environment. This, of course, implies

a concerned appreciation of self, of nature, and of aesthetics.

o SWEP-H schooling would articulate with the overall schooling

of the citizen of the future, which would be virtually from

the cradle to the grave. This continuous education would

encompass early childhood schooling to prepare an adaptable

learner, adult education for career adjustments and retrain-

ing, and senior citizen schooling for retirement and leisure.

o SWEP-I1 would ideally be a 'chool of the people, by the people,

and for the people.
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It is concluded hat the SWEP Model appears to be both viable and

universal, with application possibilities for school planners at any

level of public education anywhere across the Nation.

The appendices are found in Volume II of tiis Report. They reflect

technical details and data of the research efforts, in terms of Metroplex

student population data, Metroplex manpower needs, facility considerations,

site considerations, analyses of the future society, Project finances,

Project evaluation, et cetera. For example, Appendices 1 and 5 address

themselves to certain of the anticipated constraints incumbent with

conjoint schooling. This is because the initial application of the

Project-resultant school would conceivably be situated anywhere within

the Metroplex and thus the political, legal, and demographic facets

of such a multi-district schooling venture Id to be investigated.

These inv-Istigacions, reported in Volume II, include such facets as:

"most likely" strategies and mechanisms for political, legal, and financial

implementation of a SWEP school, forecasts of pupil enrollments through-

out the Metroplex (including met ods of derivation of the forecast data);

forecasted ethnicity of the studeAt population and the Metroplex popul-

ation (including analyses of fertility rates and birth rates); "holding

power" of future schools; forecasts of pupil and Metroplex family socio-

- economic status, aae the like.

SWEP Volume II is a limited edition, is considered to be relevant

only to readers having a special interest in the detailed data of the

study, and can be purchased at cost by writing the auditor of the Dallas

-Independent School District, 3700 Ross Avenue, Dallas, Texas, 75204.
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1. Introduction

Skyline Wide Educational Plan (SWEP) was originally titled Skyline

West Educational Park. During the first quarter of the life of the Pro-

ject, it became apparent that the realities of the financial, social,

political, legA, and educational milieu of the Dallas/Fort Worth Area

(the Metroplex) precluded planning a specific educational park.

The Project's primary purpose was then redirected to the planning

for quality secondary education in the Metroplex in the decade of the

1980's., and a consequent conceptualization of a model for the secondary

school of the future. Because SWEP produced a model -- rather than a set

of educational specifications for a designated educational park -- the

original Project plans for "pre-specifications" of facility, staff, and

programs were not attainable.

1.1 Project History

In April, 1973, the U.S. Office of Education (USOE) Special

Projects Branch reviewed with individual school districts and

consortia the Federal Government's interests in providing

Emergency School Aid Act Title III grants fOr the planning of

selected educational parks under the category of "Metropolitan

Projects."

Metropolitan Projects specify that with an assumed student

population of 5,000, these characteristics would exist:

a) At least 2,000 students (40%) would be from families

whose income is in the upper 50% of that for the

Standard Metropolitan Statistical Area (SMSA).

b) At least 2,500 students (50%) would score at or above

the 60th percentile of the SMSA on a standardized test

in general academic achievement.

c) Between 1,250 and 2,500 students (25%-50%) would be

representative of all minority groups found in the

SMSA. t



The Project's primary purpose was thgn redirected to the planning

for quality secondary education in the Metroplex in the decade of the

1980's, and a consequent conceptualization of a model for the secondary

school of the future. Because SWEP produced a model -- rather than a set

of educational specifications for a designated educational park -- the

original Project plans for "pre-specifications" of facility, staff, and

programs were not attainable.

1.1 Project History

In April, 1973, the U.S. Office of EducatiOn (USOE) Special

Projects Branch reviewed with individual school dist,:t.cts and

consortia the Federal Government's interests in providing

Emergency School Aid Act Title III grants for the planning of

selected educational parks under the category of "Metropolitan

Projects."

Metropolitan Projects specify that with an assumed student

population of 5,000, these characteristics would exist:

a) At least 2,000 students (40%) would be from families

whose income is in the upper 50% of that for the

Standard Metropolitan Statistical Area (SMSA).

b) At least 2,500 students (50%) would score at or above

the 60th percentile of the SMSA on a standardized test

in general academic achievement.

c) Between 1,250 and 2,500 students (25%-50%) would be

representative of all minority groups found in the

SMSA.

d) The percentage of minority group representation in

the total staff would be equal to, or would exceed,

the corresponding representation in the student body.

Additionally, the specifications provided that an educational park

could provide either an all-level (K-12) education or solely a secondary

education.

1
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In response to USOE interest, thee Dallas Independent School District

(DISD), supported by the Fort Worth Independent SciiIftl District (FWISD),

submitted a proposal for the planning of a secondary level educational

park to serve the Metroplex. The,DISD was awarded a grant for the

proposed project and contract work began in force with the start of DISD's

1973-74 school year, September, 1973. Prior to this, during mid7summer of
,

1973, Project facilities were acquired and staff oembers were assigned by

both DISD and FWISD (See Section 4 for the logistics of the Project).

As the Project progressed, it became evident the Metroplextha

icommunities would not support a specific education park. Consequently,

SWEP emphasis was shifted to the production of a universal kind of model

for the secondary school of the future, and the application of this Model

to a hypothetical Metroplex site. Conceptualization of the Model with

its ancillary research and evaluation were completed in late spring of

1974.

1.2 Summary of SWEP Project Activities

At the outset it was obvious that SWEP -- as an educational pro-

gram and institution -- could not exist in a vacuum. To be

cost-effective as wgll as socially meaningful and responsive

to community needs, SWEP would have to be interrelated with

the future Metroplex in sociological and economic terms. Becausp

of the lead time required to bring an educational program and

facility into operation, it was apparent that "future" would

likely mean pertinent to,th;,dec,Ade of the 1980's and beyond.

It was also apparent that no community could profit optimally

from implementation of a plan that would be obsolescent shortly

following its inception. Therefore, a time span from the year

1980 to the year 2000 was designated as the basic SWEP period

of interest.

It was mandatory, then, to begin Fr, envi-ioning the future years
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1973, Project facilities were acquired and staff members were assigned by

both DISD and FWISD (See Section 4 for the logi' tics of the Project).

As the Project progressed, it became evident that the Metroplex

communities would not support a specific educational park. Consequently,

SWEP emphasis was shifted to the production of a universal kind of model

for the secondary school of the future, and the application of this Model

to a hypothetieal Metroplex site. Conceptualization of the Model with

its ancillary research and evaluation were completed in late spring of

1974.

1.2 Summary of SWEP Project Activities

At the outset it was obvious that SWEP -- as an educational pro-

gram and institution could not exist in a vacuum. To be

cost-effective as well as socially meaningful and responsiVe

to community needs, SWEP would have to be interrelated with

the future Metroplex in sociological and economic terms. Because

of the lead time required to bring an educational program and

facility into operation, it was apparent that "future" would

likely mean pertinent to the decade of the 1980's and beyond.

It was also apparent that no community could profit optimally

from implementation of a plan that would be obsolescent shortly

following its inception. Therefore, a time span from the year

1980 to the year 2000 was designated as the basic SWEP period

of interest.

It was mandatory, then, to begin by envisioning the future years

of 1980-2000, both within and outside the Metroplex. To

accomplish this, an extensive search was made of appropriate

literature, a scenario of the future was produced through use

of a Futures Study, and a Delphi study was conducted to estab-

lish educational goals priorities for the years to come.

(Section 2 discUsses the literature search and the research

techniques).

2
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Finally, a conceptual model of the future school evolved,

along with Planning Specifications for implementation of

this 'model. The Model was then applied to a hypothetical

Metroplex school site, as a test of its logic and as a

guide to future planners. (See Section 3). It was con-

cluded that'the Model would probably have universal

applicability, and that the hypothetical application of

the Model and related Project research provided bases

for several recommendations for future schooling. (See

Section 5).

2. The-Research Data

The research data were gathered from a literature review, a Futures

Survey, a collection of educational goals, an application of the Delphi

method of forecasting, on-site inspections of Project-related facilities,

and personal inter,iews.

2.1 Review of the Literature

Literature was surveyed for future trends and themes related

to schooling facilities, goals, programs, manpower needs, and

staff. -These topics are discussed in later sections of this

Report, and selected references appear in Section 6.

In addition, a large amount of literature related to the

future (and to future planning) was surveyed, based primarily

on searches of ERIC (Educational Research Information Center)

files, using as descriptors such terms as:

Automation Futurism

Career Development Socioeconomic Influences

Educational Change Technological Change

Studies located by the ERIC searches were reviewed and abstract-

ed, Some sources from outside the ERIC files were consulted

in order to substantiate ideas located and footnoted in the

Ti' it



applicability, and tna': the hypothetical application of

the rPlated Project research provided bases

for several recommendations for future schooling. (See

Section 5).

2. The Research Data

The research data were gathered from a literature review, a Futures

Survey, a collection of educational goals, an application of the Delphi

method of forecasting, on-site inspections of Project-related facilities,

and personal interviews.

2.1 Review of the Literature

Literature was surveyed for future trends and themes related

to schooling facilities, goals, programs, manpower needs, and

staff. These topics are discussed in later sections of this

Report, and selected references appear in Section 6.

In addition, a large amount of literature related to the

future (and to future planning) was surveyed, based primarily

on searches of ERIC (Educational Research Information Center)

files, using as descriptors such terms as:

Automation Futurism

Career Development Socioeconomic influences

Educational Change Technological Change

Studies located by the ERIC searches were reviewed and abstract-

ed. Some sources from outside the ERIC files were consulted

in order to substantiate ideas located and footnoted in the

ERIC-abstracted literature. It is believed that an extremely

broad sample of published thought on the society and the

education of the future was inspected.

Research and evaluation strategies for Project SWEP were formu-

lated in three domains after perusal of the literature. These

were educational futurism, Delphi research methodology, and

r-, 13--
)
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contemporary educational goal development. The rationale

for inquiries into these domains is presented below.

Educational Futurism -- The purpose for reviewing the futuristic

literature was to tease out clues pertaining to the society of the

1980's. In doing so, an attempt was made to identify emergent themes

and/or trends considered most likely to, affect formal educational pro-

cesses. Approximately two hundred)(200) themes were gleaned from the

readings and subsequently submitted to a panel of national and regional

experts for assessment; i.e., submitted to planners, researchers, writers,

and business leaders. (See Volume II, Appendix 6, for more about this

process.) These futurist propositions to-be assessed by the panel were

derived, for the most part, from the writings of Daniel Bell, James

Coleman, Willis Harman, Herman Kahn, Bruce Biggs, Michael Marien, Donald

Michael, John Platt, Stuart Sandow, Harold Shane, and Alvin Toffler.

(A selected bibliography appears in Section 6.)

It became evident very early in the research effort that futurism

is a discipline in its own right as is history, mathematics, or science.

IL became further evident that futurism has an-emerging research method-

ology of its own and that the more prominent futuristic research tools

included: Delphi; Cross Impact Matrix and Cross-Purpose Matrix; Value

Shift Analysis; Future History Analysis and Review; Field Anomaly

Relaxation; Program Evaluation and Review Technique; Scenario; Future

History; Study of the Sufficient Future; Logic of Suspended Disbelief;

and Arioly (See Section 6 for sources of additional information.)

Delphi Research Methodology The Delphi method constituted an

important segment of SWEP research because it appeared to have utility

for educational planners in forecasting, in consensus generation, in

identification of divergent opinions, and in selection of probable

futures in terms of time, quantity, and events. Numerous styles,

variations, and divergent rationales for Delphi modes of inquiry exist.
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readings and subsequently submitted to a panel of national and regional

experts for assessment; i.e., submitted to planners, researchers, writers,

and business leaders. (See Volume II, Appendix 6, for more about this

process.) 'These futurist proposit.ons to be assessed by the panel were

Aerlved, for the most part, from the writings of Daniel Bell, James

Coleman, Willts Harman, rman Kahn, Bruce Biggs, Michael Marien, Donald

Michael, John Platt, Stu rt Sandow, Harold Shane, and Alvin Toffler.

(A selected bibliography appears in Section 6.)

It became evident very early in the research effort that futurism

is a discipline in its own right as is history, mathematics, or science.

It became further evident that futurism has an emerging research method-

ology of its own and that the more promiaent futuristic research tools

included: Delphi; Cross Impact Matrix and Cross-Purpose Matrix; 'Value

Shift Analysis; Future History Analysis and Review; Field Anomaly

Relaxation; Program Evaluation and Review Technique; Scenario; Future

glistory; Study of the Sufficient Future; Logic of Suspended Disbelief;

and Ariole. (See Section 6 for sources of additional information.)

Delphi Research Methodology -- The Delphi method constituted an

important segment of SWEP research because it appeared to have utility

for educational planners in forecasting, in consensus generation, in

identification of divergent opinions, and in selection of probable

futures in terms of time, quantity, and events. Numerous styles,

variations, and divergent rationales for Delphi modes of inquiry exist.

Murray Turoff (1970) claims it is a "systematic solicitation and colla-

tion of informed judgments on a particular topic". 'O. Helmer and N.

Rescher (1959) state that Delphi "substitut,s for face-to-face group

activity". It is "...a carefully designed program of sequential

individual interrogations (best conducted by questionnaires) interspersed

with information and opinion feedback...."

el'"4



According to Lindquist (1973), Delphi is a widely used technique

for developing consensus among experts concerning the Nture. Enzer

(1970) states that the Delphi technique can be viewed as a series of

individual conferences conducted in writing with the following distin-

guishing characteristics: 1) individual contributions are requested

from each participant simultaneously at each step, without knowledge of

the inputs of others for that step; and (2) anonymity of.respondents

is maintained thrOughout the iterations. (The selected bibliography

for the Delphi appears in Section 6.)

According to Rasp (1972), a typical Delphi study generally uses a

series of four questionnaires (Q-1, Q-2, Q-3, Q-4). The first question-

naire (Q-1) solicits input from the sample. Ideally, samples include

experts or authorities in the topic under investigation. Q-2 consists

of response items derived from Q-1 input. Q-2 has often been described

as the most difficult instrument to construct (Rasp), because of the

inherent difficulty in incorporating Q-1 input into a typology from

which Q-2 can be developed without altering or diluting the original

content. Items on Q-2 are scored by the respondents in terms of such

variables as priority, time, probability, quantity, impact, and the

like.

On Q-3, respondents are instructed to reassess their opinions in

light of their previous'responses, group consensus, and the minority

report. It is recommended that both consensus and minority information

be communicated in technical reports resulting from the Delphi process.

The Delphi method iq considered to be a planning process, and divergent

points of view are often as enlightening as the majority opinions

themselves. The SWEi Delphi model varied somewhat from the model

presented here, and this is discussed in Section 2.3 -- The Delphi Studies.

Educational Coals Research Studies -- The primary purpose of the



from each participant simultaneously at each step, without knowledge of

the inputs of others for that step; and (2) anonymity of respondents

is maintained throughout the iterations. (The selected bibliography

for the Delphi appears in Section 6.)

According to Rasp (1972), a typical Delphi study generally uses a

series of four questionnaires (Q-1, Q-2, Q-3, Q-4). The first question-

naire (Q-1) solicits input from the sample. Ideally, samples include

experts or authorities in the topic under investigation. Q-2 consists

of response items derived from Q-1 input. 0-2 has oftcn been described

as the most difficult instrument to construct (Rasp), because of the

inherent difficulty in incorporating Q-1 input into a typology from

which Q-2 can be developed uithout altering or diluting the original

content. Items on Q-2 are scored by the respondents in terms of such

variables as priority, time, probability, quantity, impact, and the

like.

On Q-3, respondents are instructed to reassess their opinions in

light of their previous responses, group consensus, and the minority

report. It is recommended that both consensus and minority information

be communicated in technical reports rikilting from the Delphi process.

The Delphi method is considered to be a planning process, and divergent

points of view are often as enlightening as the majority opinions

themselves. The SWEP Delphi model varied somewhat from the model

vesented here, and this is discussed in Section 2.3 -- The Delphi Studies.

Educational Coals Research Studies -- The primary purpose of the

SWEP Delphi studies was to identify educational goals both in terms

of desired student outcomes and desired educational processes for the

decade of the 1980's. These goals, in turn, were to be used for curri-

cula development, facilities design, and professional staff considera-

tions; i.e., training, selection, and organization.

5



A review of literature in this domain uncovered several pertinent

educational goals studies since 197C. These studies provided the

genesis of the SWEP EducatiOnal Goal Bank which became, after consider-

able Staff refinement, the response items on the initial Delphi question- 1

naire (Q-1). Goals derived from the following sources were used in this

endeavor: Geneyal Learning Corporation, Cottage Grove School District

(Cottage Grove, Oregon), Washington State Department of Education, Phi

Delta Kappa, Partners in Career Education (Dallas and Fort Worth Inde-

pendent School Districts), Sarasota County Schools (Sarasota, Florida),

National Assessment of Educational Progress and Texas Education Agency.

A selected bibliography of educational goals studies appears in

Appendix 6.

2.2 The Futures Survey (Q-0)

The purpose of the Futures Survey was to probe the question

"What societal propositions can be identified for the world,

the United States, and the Dallas-Fort Worth Metroplex ft:J-1: the

decade of the 1980's?" To accomplish this, an instrument was

developed and administered to recognized experts and/or author-

ities in futurism. The sample included approximately three

hundred (300) national and local planners, researchers, and

writers; all of whom were considered to be forward thinkers.

This panel of futurists was asked to evaluate a set of societal

propositions for the 1980's in terms of: 1) their likelihood

of occurrence, and 2) their potential impact for education.

(See Volume II, Appendix 6).' These futuristic propositions

were derided first from the literature in the form of trends

or themes, were then 'developed into propositions, and were

ultimately presented to the Futurist Panel as questionnaire

items.

There were two scales for each questionnaire item: one scale



endeavor: General Learning Corporation, Cottage Grove School District

(Cottage Grove, Oregon), Washington State Department of Education, Phi

Delta Kappa, Partners in Career Education (Dallas and Fort Worth Inde-

pendent School Districts), Sarasota County Schools (Sarasota, Flor.da),

National Assessment of Educational Progress and Texas Education Agency.

A selected bibliography of educational goals studies appears in

Appendix 6.

2.2 The Futures Survey (Q-0)

The purpose of the Futures Survey was to probe the question

Nhat societal propositions can be identified for the world,

lh e United States, and the Dallas-Fort Worth Metroplex for the

decade of the 1980's?" To accomplish this, an instrument was

developed and administered to recognized experts and/or author7

ities in futurism. The sample included approximately three

hundred (300) national and local planners, researchers, and

writers; all of whom were considered to be forward thinkers.

This panel of futurists was asked to evaluate a set of societal

propositions for the 1980's in terms of: 1) their likelihood

of occurrence, and 2) their potential impact for education.

(See Volume I,I, Appendix 6). These futuristic propositions

were derived first from the literAture in the form of trends

or themes, were then developed into propositions, and were

ultimately presented to the Futurist Panel as questionnaire

items.

There were two ;scales for each questionnaire item: one sCaie

rated the likelihood of occurrence, and the other rated the potential

educational impact. Both scales were five.point Likert-type scales.

Of particular interest were the "5-5" items; i.e., those items perceived

as most likely to occur, and from which occurrence considerable educa-

tional impact would result. Respondents were also encouraged to identify

areas or facets of education that would be heavily affected.

-1 I
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Two 92-item parallel questionnaires were developed and subsequently

administered to the 290 individuals comprising the National sample. (See

Volume II, for samples of the questionnaire forms and for a detailed

report of the Futures SurveY). One hundred fifty-one (52%) responded.

The following sub-sample participatory units were also identified and

analyzed: Metroplex Insiders, Metroplex Outsiders, Educators, and Local

Leaders.

Prime derivatives of The Futures Survey (Q-0) were as follows:

o Identification cf five categories for societal propositions

of the 1980's and their:

- high likelihood of occurrence,

-- low likelihood of occurrence,

- - high educational impact,

-- low educational impact, and

- - high likelihood of occurrence and high educational

impact (bivariate emphasis)

o The educational areas and/or facets most likely to be

strongly affected in the future (1980's and beyond).

Sampling -- For the Futures Survey, a concerted effort was made to

capture the thoughts of a select Metroplex group of reputed "forward

thinkers" from a variety of occupational and special interest

groups. In every case, these were persons considered by their

colleagues to be several cuts above the ordinary. This was an

attempt to get the best possible cross-section of thinking relative

to a rather sophisticated subject.

Included in the sample were leaders from school districts across

the Nation (including the Dallas, the Fort Worth, and other Metro-

plex school districts); National, local and regional planners in

the public and private sectors; top echelon executives from govern-

ment, education, business, and industry; and academicians from



. Leaders.

Prime derivatives of The Futures Survey (Q-0) were as follows:

o Identification of five categories for societal propositions

of the 1980's and their:

- high likelihood of occurrence,

-- low likelihood of occurrence,

- - high educational impact,

- - low educational impact, and

-- high likelihood of occurrence and high educational

impact (bivariate emphasis)

o The educational areas and/or facets most likely to be

strongly affected in the future (1980's and beyond).

Sampling -- For the Futures Survey, a concerted effort was made to

capture the thoughts of a select Metroplex group of reputed "forward

thinkers" from a variety of occupational and special interest

groups. In every ease, these were persons considered by their

colleagues to be several cuts above the ordinary. This was an

attempt to get the best possible cross-section ot thinking relative

to a rather sophisticated subject.

Included in the sample were leaders from school districts across

the Nation (including the Dallas, the Fort Worth, and other Metro-

plex school districts); National, local and regional planners in
,

the public and private sectors; top echelon executives from govern-

ment, education, business, and industry; and academicians from

universities. Care was taken to include each of the three major

racial ethnic groups of the Metroplex (Anglo, Black, and Mexican-

American), both sexes, and a range of ages.

2.3 The Delphi Studies
)..

The methodology employed consisted of a two-iteration Delphi

study. Each iteration is respectively referred to herein as
)

The First Delphi and The Second Delphi.

'1 3
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The SWEP Delphi research differed from the conventional model

described earlier. The primary difference arose from these

factors: (1) the purpose of the SWEP Delphi was to generate

both consensus and divergent opinion regarding a set of future-

oriented educational goals rather than to forecast possible,

probable, or preferable phenomena; (2) SWEP's Q-1 was only

partially open-ended, since most of the Delphi respodse items

were generated from the literatute rather than by the usual

procedure of having the items generated by the Delphi Panel

itself; (3) the SWEP Q-1 was accompanied by a packet of brief

scenarios depicting a likely society for the decade of the

1980's in terms of manpower needs, population, life style,

technology, careers, and education; and (4) the respondents

were instructed to respond to the questionnaire within the

framework of these future-focused societal images. Thus only

two iterations were required.

2.3.1 The First Delphi (Q-1)

Delphi questionnaire number one (Q-1) consisted

of 105 discrete program goal statements arrayed

in the general categories of: basic skills,

eitizensh4, ethies, aesthetics, careers, health

and recreation, and life managethent; plus 29

process goal statements. In addition, a section

was provided wherein panelists could generate new

goals as they perceived a need. Each goal was

matched with one or more of the "high likelihood-

high impact" propositions for the future the

material from which the scenarios were developed.*

Ihese first-iteration goal statements -- originally

numbering in excess of 400 wele extracted from
,

1

1

1



partially open-ended, since most of the Delphi response items

were enerated from the literature rather than by the usual

procedure of having the items generated by the Delphi Panel

itself; (3) the SWEP Q-1 was accompanied by a packet of brief

scenarios depicting a likely society for the decade of the

1980's in terms of manpower needs, population, life style,

technology, careers, and education; and (4) the respondents

were instructed to respond to the questionnaire within the

framework of these future-focused societal images. Thus only

two iterations were required.

2.3.1 The First Delphi (Q-1)

Delphi questionnaire number one (Q-1) consisted

of 105 discrete program goal statements arrayed

in the general categories of: basic skills,

citizenship, ethics, aesthetics, careers, health

and recreation, and life management; plus 29

process goal statements. In addition, a section

was provided wherein panelists could generate new

goals as they perceived a need. Each goal was

matched with one or more of the "high likelihood-

high impact" propositions for the future -- the

material from which the scenarios were developed.*

These first-iteration goal statements originally

numbering in excess of 400 wete extracted from

the related literature, synthesized, revised,

polished, and finally arrayed in the above-mentioned

general categories.

* See Volume TT for the scenarios.
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A double response 4.cale was formulated so that the Panel could

furnish two kinds of information for each goal statement or questionnaire

item. The first scale was designed to provide priority information
a

regarding the educational programs. These data were used to establish

^
the "menu" or continuum of educational experiences to be offered in the

school of the future (See Sections 2.3,3 and 2.3.4). The second scale

was designed to facilitate the identification of the core experiences

to be offered in this school. These core experiences were the most

likely experiences that all students* should have before completion of

their program of studies. (See Sections 2.3.3 and 2.3.4). A five-

point Likert-type response scale was used to assign the relative priority

dimension, and a dichotomous-type (yes-no) scale was used to assign the

core dimension.

.0-

2.3.2 The Second Delphi (Q-2)

For Delphi questionnaire number two (Q-2) the general

format from Q-1 remained unaltered, except that as a

result of the Panel's input on Q-1 the total number of

program goals was increased from 105 to 117, and the

process goals from 29 to 45. In addition, Q-2 included

a minority report section accompanied by a computer

printout displaying both group results and individual

results from Q-1. Panelists who deviated from the

group consensus, and who refused to reconsider their

responses, were asked to furnish a reason for their

deviant opinions.**

2.3.3 Sample

The Delphi participants represented a cross section of

the Metro-lex community, with the special qualification

of interest in the problems of education. In all, over

900 people were invited to participate in the SWEP Delphi.

Of the original number, 375 (42%) completed Q-1, and 225

of those (60%) went on to finish 0-2 and the entire Delphi
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1

IL t.J.L se co e experiences were e moss.

likely experiences that all students* should have before completion of

their program of studies. (See Sections 2.3.3 and 2.3.4). A five-

point Likert-type response scale was used to assign the relative priority

dimension, and a dichotomous-type (yes-no) scale was used to assign the

core dimension.

2.3.2 The Second Delphi (Q-2)

For Delphi questionnaire number two (Q-2) the general

format from Q71 remained unaltered, except that as a

result of the Panel's input on Q-1 the total number of

program goals was increased from 105 to 117, and4the

process goals from 29 to 45. In addition, Q-2 included

a minority report section accompanied by a computer

printout displaying both grow results and individual

results from Q-1. Panelists who deviated from the

group consensus, and who refused to reconsider their

responses, were asked to furnish a reason for their

deviant opinions.**

2.3.3 Sample

The Delphi participants represented a cross section of

the Metroplex community, with the special qualification

of interest in the problems of education. In all, over

900 people were invited ty participate in the SWEP Delphi.

Of the original number, 375 (42%) completed Q-1, and 225

of those (60%) went on to finish Q-2 and the entire Delphi

process.

* The term "all students" needs qualification. A special set of goals

would be considered for the mentally retarded, emotionally disturbed,

and other special cases.

** To illustrate, if'the group mode for a given item was equal to 5 and

an individual's response was 3, there would be a deviation of 2 units

(5-3=2). In all such instances, if the deviation was more than 1 unit,

the deviant party was instructed to change scores to conform with that

of the group or to give a reason for not doing so (minority report).

A



2.3.4 Data Analysis Procedures

The following analyses were made, in terms of program

and process goals:

Educational program goals:

o Highest priority goals

o Lowest priority goals

o Highest core goals (experiences required of all)

o Lowest core goals (experiences not required of an-

o Highest priority-highest core goals (two-dimension-

al correlation between the priority and, core

rankings of identical goals)

o Response shifts (the change in scores from Q-1

to Q-2 in the priority dimension).

Educational process goals:

o Highest priority goals

o Lowest priority goals

o Response shifts (changes in scores from Q-1 to

0-2 on the priority rankings).

Also, an item-by-item minority report was developed which

included each respondent's rationale for not agreeing

with the consensus of the group (See Volume II, Appendix

8). The data were also analyzed by subgroups such as age,

sex, ethnicity, occupation, and residence (See Volume II,

Appendix 8).
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TABLE I

DOUBLE AXIS MATRIX ANALYSIS

OF

SECONDARYEDUCATIONAL-GOALS FOR THE 1980's

4
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Double-Axis Matrix Analysis -- Analyses of program goals were facili-

tated by the double-axis matrix presented in Table 1, with priority

data arrayed on the vertical axis and core data on the horizontal axis.

The priority data are represented in terms of mean scores, with a possible

range from a low of 1.0 to a high of 5.0. The core data, however, are

reported in terms of the per cent of "yes" responses -- "Yes" indicating a

requirement for all students. The numbers appearing on the matrix proper,

i.e., 1,2,3....117, correspond to the questionnaire item numbers; hence,

the respondents' opinions relative to the priority'and core issues are

graphically illustrated by the relative position of the item numbers

on the matrix.

To illustrate the functioning aspects of ?. matrix, look at Table 1.

Item number 117 received a mean priority score of 2.7 and a core score of

48% "yes". The proper matrix position for this item, then, is at the

intersecting point of the two corresponding perpendicular axes. This point

for item number 117 may be found by proceeding up the priority axis (left

vertical) to the area of 2.7, and across the core axis (horizontal) to 48%

"yes". The nuifo,r 117 should appear precisely at this intersection.

The interquAtile rarv;es for the two distributions (priority and

core) were calculated and used as the criteria for making decisions.

Goals falling-in the 4th quartile (above the 75th percentile) in the

priority and core distributions were labeled "highest priority" and

"required fol. all students", respectively. Conversely, goals in the first

quartile (at, or below the 25th percentile) were considered "lowest

priority" and "not required of all students".

Response Shifts == Response shifts were derived for the priority

dimension only. Shifts were determined from the frequency distributions

of Q-1 and Q-2 data. These distributions allowed the data to be evaluated

in terms of both the magnitude and direct4n of the shifts about the modal

positions for each item, thus unmasking any subtleties within the distrib-

utic n5.
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TABLE NO. 2

Secondary Educational Goals. of the 1980's

Mean Scores

Goal # 3
i. a

4 5

1.

2.

3.

4.

5.

6.

7.

8.

9.





Analyses of the 45 educational process goals proceeded along one

dimension (priority) rather than two, as with the program goals. The

issue here was to ascertain constituents' priorities relative to opera-

tional and managerial aspects of schooling. Of particular concern were

the highest and lowest priority items, and any significant shifts in re-

sponses to these. Mean, mode, standard deviation, and percentile scores

were calculated for each of the process goals, and the interquartile

range was invoked as the criterion for decisions. Goals in the first

quartile were considered "lowest priority" and Table 2 provides a sample

of Q -i to Q-2 response shifts as reflected by mean scores and the inter-

quartile range of Q-2. The analyses revealed no significant response

shifts in the mean scores. The reader is referred to Volume II, Appendix

8, for the complete data analysis.

Minority Report--The minority report (the summary of opposing opinions

for each item) was formulated from the divergent viewpoints provided by the

Panel on Q-2. As mentioned earlier, individuals whuse scores differed from

the mode of the group on identical items by more than one unit were instruct-

ed to reevaluate their-scores to within one unit of the group, or to provide

a reason for not doing so. These write-in comments provided the bases for

the SWEP minority report.

Por a precise and detailed account of the Delphi data gathering and

analyses, tncluding the minority report, see Volume II, Appendices 6 and

8*. These appendices are the formal SWEP Product Evaluation Reports by

Senior Evaluator Robert J. Burns, DISD Department of Research and Evalua-

tion, which describe at length the Prop-ict research methodology, instru-

ment development, data processing, and evaluatton. The pertinent research

material piwittoLed LH Lhe toregoing secttons of this Report was essential -

iv lifted from these appendices.

2.3.5 Delphi Panel Rankings of Educational Goals

this section indicates the Delphi Panel's ro,=.r.orsi to the

goals statements both in terms of their priority dimension



were calculated for each of the process goals, and the interquartile

range was invoked as the criterion for decisions. Goals in the first

quartile were considered "lowest priority" and Table 2 provides a sample

of Q-1 to Q-2 response shifts as reflected by mean scores and the inter-

quartile range of Q-2. The analyses revealed no significant response

shifts in the mean scores. The reader is referred to Volume II, Appendix

8, for the complete data analysis.

Minority Report--The minority report (the summary of opposing opinions

for each item) was formulated from the divergent viewpoints provided by the

Panel on Q-2. As mentioned earlier, individuals whose scores differed from

the mode of the group on identical items by more than one unit were instruct-

ed to reevaluate their-scores to within one unit of the group, or to provide

a reason for not doing so. These write-in comments provided the bases for

the SWEP minority report.

For a pr.ecise and detailed account of the Delphi data gathering and

analyses, including the minority report, see Volume II, Appendices 6 and

8*. ,These appendices are the formal SWEP Product Evaluation Reports by

Senior Evaluator Robert J. Burns, DISD Department of Research and Evalua-

tion, which describe at Length the Project research methodology, Instru-

ment development, data processing, and evaluation. The pertinent research

material presented in the foregoing sections of this Report was essential-

ly lifted f:Jm these appendices.

2.3.5 Delphi Panel Rankings of Educational Goals

[This section indicates the Delphi Panel's resnors,?s to the

goals statements both in terms of their priority 'dimension

and their core dimension. Obvious contradictions existed

between certain of the high priority goals ranked by thP

Panel. Such (ontr,dictions provided a partial basis for

File reader 1, ruLdded that Vol- i1 L9 1tmLted editlbn, .(11Istst-;

tailed reports, Ind can be purchased at cost from the Project Director.
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the SWEP Staff decision to base its recommehJations and

proytiost t cat t ons of future st hot 1 lug upon a t ow; idereki

con(ensus of Futures Survey data, Delphi Panel data, and

the literature search. In other words, the SWEP-envision-
,

ed school of the future was inferred from more than just

the data from the Futures Survey' or the Delphi Study research.

For the reader's L °riven lent t he god I ,It CITIent 's have 4)l'i d V id-

Into two designdted groups-- process goals (how the luture school should

operate), and content gals (what the future school should [oath):

Pros Goa ls--H i ghost prior tt v process goals were as follows:

Operate programs yodr round.

. [se a variety Oi teaching modes (methods).

Require all students to have skills that make them pro

ductive, t.1,pivtng eititens before tompletint, their

st ht to 1 i

Hive proi,,rams [eared to benefit tlic potential drop-out

student.

.
Provide spec ial progrdms lor gilied students.

. Provide spe(ial programs for phvsi(allv, emotionally,

dint menti 1 1 v hand i t dpnt:d st udent

Provide .1, Hien dnd career (ounselIng, tree of sex role

st / CIO ' pes.

1'r.,lice st 1 'nil instrutttonal prattisc t hat apt

pos t V(. (1 NI I /I !Ill ,Ilid r.iii handicaps.

. R, part ',tudent pronc(s in t( ruts (11 achievement on

spo, t t I ( td) It c t i Vi

t " i's. SI Histiuttlon iron, ti it; ,t.in I

nos'I l,i I'+ Iirt,tinp learnin,,, I. t

P tat e mart mph,p, dels itpment for the pur;,ost

of ma i nt dint ng tit pro: it tentV in the use of ill
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For the reader's convenience, the goals statements have been divid-

ed into two designated groups--process Rpals (how the future school should

operate), and content goals (what the future school should teach):

Process Ooals--Highest priority process goals were as follows:

Operate programs year round.

. Use a variety of teaching modes (methods).

Require all students to have skills that make them pro-

ductive, taxpaying citizens before completing their

schooling.

.
Have programs geared to benefit the potential drop-dut

student.

.
Provide special programs for gifted sutdents.

.
Provide special programs for physically, emotionally,

and mentally handicaped students

. Provide academic and career counseling, 'rte of s,x role

stereotypes.

Provide staff And instructional practices that act

positivek to minimize sex and race handicaps.

.
kepnrt student progress in terms of achievement on

specific objectives

Change the process of instruction from disseminating

knowledge to directing learning activities

Place more emphasis on statf development for the purpose

of maintaining high staff proficiency in the use of all

available resource,

the lowest priority process goals were:

.
Provide opportunity for students to cater And leave

program', several t imes during the school year.

. Ice milt udents t o ome and go dill 111):, t he Hi hoe I (1,0;

(open campus).



. Develop student-owned and profit-motivated enterprises

that would provide a(tual services and products.

Eliminate required attendance when students demonstrate

competence in a basic core of general education skills.

. Require students to view certain television programs at

home as an integral part of the instructional program.

. Separate students at the ninth grade level into two

groups--one group to receive technical-vocational train-

ing and one group to be prepared for academic study.

. Allow activities which show nationalistic emphasis to-

ward nations other than the United States.

. Grant credit for courses in religion completed by stud-

ents in a church or synagogue.

. Allow students the option of receiving pass/fail pro-

gress reports.

. Develop methods for student evaluation of staff perfor-

mance.

. Develop a system for involving many groups- -such as

school administrators, community leaders, teachers, and

students--in administering the local public schools.

Offer multilingual programs in all s-bject areas at all

grade levels.

. As!--Agn the best teachers to schools trith lowest achieve-

ment re(_ords dnd provide them with special incentives.

. Provide preprofessional training in sports through high

ly competitive athletic programs.

Content Codk--Content goals were first divided into the',e cat

egoric,,: Health and Re, teat ion; Life Management; Citizenship; Ethic,-;;

Ae,,thetit,,; Career,,; r,a,--,1( Skills. For the :ado's conven;ence,

ci(11 (ontent Area is arranged AS lollows: First, those goals which



home as an integral part of the instructional program.

. Separate students at the ninth grade level into two

groups--one group to receive technical-vocational train-

ing and one group to be prepared for academic study.

. Allow activities which show nationalistic emphasis to-

ward nations other than the United States.

. Grant credit for courses in religion completed by stud-

ents in a church or synagogue.

. Allow students the option of receiving pass/fail pro-

gress reports.

. Develop methods for student evaluation of staff perfor-

mance.

. Develop a system for involving many groups--such as

school administrators, community leaders, teachers, and

students--in administering the local public schools.

. Offer multilingual programs in all subject areas at all

grade levels.

. Assign the best teachers to schools with lowest achieve-

ment re(ords and provide them with special incentives.

. Provide pre-professional training in sports' through high-

ly competitive athIcti( programs.

Content GoalsContent goals were first divided into these cat-

egories: Health and Retreation; Life Management; Citizenship; Ethics;

Aesthetics; Careers; and Masi( Skills. For the reader's conven;ence,

eakh content area is arrancd as follows: First, those goals which

d,' re raAl-td royFil highe, t :n the nriorit,, dimension and highest in

the core dimension (hivariate), and secondly, those goals which were

ranked I,OII1 lowL,t priority and lowest or , respectively. for

I Indn'idnAll In the praoi itvonlv or hi-h-d

(ore onl% or 111 th( lowest priority only or Lowest core the
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reader IS referred to Volume II, Appendix 8.

HIGHESI PRIORITY AND HIGHES1 CORE
(BIVARIATE)

Basic Skills

Students should have developed their reading skills sufficiently to

read with understanding:

minimum transactions required for daily living, such as read-

ing a telephone directory and road signs,

. printed material on the level of a daily newspaper.

Students should have developed their writi211 skills to a level neces-

sary for:

.
minimum daily living transactions, such as completing job ap-

plications-

. casual communication with friends and associates.

Students should have developed their speaking skills to a level neces-

sary for:

. minimum daily living transactions, such as understanding

simple directions and carrying on social conversations.

.
understanding facts and/or simple ideas presented orally,

such AS heing able to follow a radio news broadcast.

Students should have developed their mathematical skills to a level

nec essary in applying ha:4ic concepts needed for:

.
minimum business transactions in daily living, such as making

change, totalling a bill, and computing sales tax.

. (ompnting snl try And salAry deduct ions, and developing a

household budget.

`oudent,; should:

. p().-.S."--.S A (1)MMItIMAII I1 :tic kontinoou, improvement of lite in

it hilted States.

. undtr-tind the nghts, priv:Ivsf(s, and responsibilities of



minimum transactions required for daily living, such as read-

ing a telephone directory and road signs,

. printed material on the level of a daily newspaper.

Students should have developed their writiriz, skills to a level neces-

sary for:

. minimum daily living transactions, such as completing job ap-

plications-

. casual communication with friends and associates.

Students should have developed their speakinz'skills to a level neces-

sary for:

. minimum daily living transactions, such as understanding

simple directions and carrying on social conversations.

. understanding facts and/or simple ideas presented orally,

such as being able to follow a radio news broadcast.

Students should have developed their mathematical skills to a level

necessary in applying basic concepts needed for:

minimum business transactions in daily living, such as making

change, totalling a bill, and computing sales tax.

. Computing salary and salary deductions, and developing A

household budget.

Students should:

possess a commitment to the continuous improvement of life in

the United States.

. under-t Hid the nghts, privileges, and responsibilities of

United States ( ttizenship.

. have learned the basic organizational structure of the local,

statevid Federal governments.

have respect for the law dnd feel responsible- for obeying dnd

loin( IpIL,.

20
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(Basic Skills continued)

. understand and appree-late people of a different culture, race,

sex, age, or life style.

Ethics

Students should:

. have developed positive moral and ethical values.

. understand the importance of theseimoral and ethical values

in their relationships with others.

. respect the beliefs and values of other people

Careers

Students should:

. he able to assess their personal abilities realistically

in order to make viable career decisions.

. have developed a positive attitude toward work.

Health and Recreation

Students should:

. have developed a positive image of themselves.

. have developed proper knowledge, skills, and values relating

to physical and mental health.

. have learned the proper use of drugs.

Life Management

Students should:

. assume increased recponsibility fo_ their own development,

obligations, and at

LOWES I PRIORITY AND LOWEST CORE
(BIVARIATE)

Basic Skills

Studenti, shuuId have developed their readinE skills to read with

understanding:



1

Students should:

0 . have developed positive moral and ethical values.

. understand the importance of these moral and ethical values

in their relationships with others.

. respect the beliefs and values of other people.

Careers

Students should:

. be able to assess their personal abilities realistically

in order to make viable career decisions.

. have develop a positive attitude toward work.

He" and Recreation

Students should:

. have developed a positive image of themselves.

. have developed proper knowledge, skills, and values relating

to physical and mental health.

. have learned the proper use of drugs.

Life Management

Students should:

. assume increased responsibility for their own development,

obligations, and actions.

LOWEST PRIORITY AND LOWEST CORE
.(BIVARIATE)

Basic Skills

Students should have developed their reading skills to read with

understanding:

. printed material on the level of logic and philosophy.

Students should ,ave developed their writilla skills to a level

nt c e';`-;i1i-V for:

.
expressing creative and abstract ideas to professional

audiences.

21
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(Bivarrate Low Emphasis -- continued)

Students should have developed their speaking skills to a level

necessary for:

. creative expresion and communication of abstract ideas

and/or thoughts.

Students should have developed their listening skills to a level

necessary for: )

. understanding abstract ideas and concepts presented orally.

Students should have developed their mathematical skills to a level

necessary in applying basic concepts needed for: -

. handling such middle management tasks as puchasing, inventory,

or preparing a payroll.

. entering engineering studies.

. entering advanced college mathematics study.

Students should:

. possess reading and writing skills in at least one foreign

language.

. be able to :.onverse in at least one foregn language.

. understand the basic principles of physical sciences, such as

those taught in physics and chemistry.

. understand the fundamental principles of social sciences, such

s those taught in psychology and sociology.

. be able to apply the basic p inciples of the scientific method.

. hive learned the skills required for accessing information from

A Computer.

. have learned to assemble data in d form acceptable fur c,,m-

putor usago.

. he aide to writ, A Lomputer program tp-iing A widely acceptable

language -olell AS BASIC or WRIRAN.

. be able to use an electronic calculator.

Anco .1,. ca t.., 1114,4111111 1. 1



Students should have developed their listening skills to a level

necessary for:

. understanding abstract ideas and concepts presented orally.

Students should have developed their mathematical skills to a level

necessary in applying basic concepts needed for:

. handling such middle management tasks as puchasing, inventory,

or preparing a payroll.

. entering engineering studies.

. entering advanced college mathematics study.

Students shduld:

. possess reading and writing skill: in at least one foreign

language.

. be able to converse in at least one foreign language.

. understand the basic principles of physical sciences, such as

those taught in physics and chemistry.

. understand the fundamental principles of social sciences, such

as those taught in psychology and sociology.

. be able to apply the basic principles of the scientific method.

. have learned the skills required for accessing information from

a computer.

.
have learned to assemble data in a form acceptable for com-

puter usage.

. be able to write a computer program using a widely acceptable

language such as BASIC or FORIRAN.

. he able to use an electronic calculator.

Cittzen-itil

Student,- should:

. understand the inn lor poi it 1( al and et (worn( ,-,y9t, m-, of t he I

world.

. have developed an undert,indid of world ,;overnment,, ,Ind their
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(Kivariate Low Emphasis -- continued)

relationships with one another.

. understand the influence of multinational corporations upon

nations and individuals.

Aesthetics

Students should:

. have developed their power of creativity and imagination

through participation in the arts.

Careers

Students should:

. understand the history of the labor union movement and the

contributions and problems of labor unions.

Health and Recreation

Students should:

. have participated in a variety of team sports.

Write-1n Goals

Students should:

. be ,thle to converse in Spanish.

. understand how to use one's vote, the party system, and the

ill Ho( or (_oalitien voting prd(_tii_es.

2.'4 Derivatives of the Research

Derlvdtive-, of the re<,earch have been synthesized and categoriz-

a 4r the (myt n t.mcc t)t t rt'ddcr Ifficnt poru dt_

r-inpowet ru dam, prov,r,Irp; , tat t , <Ind l a ( i u ; Appl 1

t 1,1) t t t o t lit' 1)111111.,1 11,1111 p it I,. (11)H,Itc(1

inn-, ,,xt t,r-n,11 t 1 t he Pro t S t , t data shou 1 d of va 1 tie

t t itt titt t1 trople:. p I antler', and to uih,ln pkinners a(rost, the Nation.

I c,t tmti

Rt,t t wtr,iIntti requi rt.(1 Li in et_hrllt and

sm ioe«momi( ratios for the pupil population (enrollment) of



u en s s ou

. have developed their power of creativity and imagination

t'irough participdtion in the arts.

Careers

Students should:

. understand the history of the labor union movement and the

contributions and problems of labor unions.

Health and Recreation

Students should:

. have participated in a variety of team sports.

Write-In (lnals

Students should:

. he able to converse in Spanish.

. understand how to use one's vote, the party syst and the

influence of bloc or coalition voting practices.

2.4 Derivatives of the Research

Derivatives of the research have been synthesized and caieupriz-

ed for th( convenience of the redder as follows: student population,

manpower needs, programs, staff, and facilities. While actual appli-

cation of these data to the planned educational park was obviated by

decisions external to the Project Staff, the data should be ut value

to tutur 'ietrople3 planners and to urban planners across the Nation.

2.4.1 Student Population

lie( ail, Project contraints required certain ethnic and

so ioec,mmit ratios for the pupil population (enrollment) of

the Project- resultant -whool, and he(ause the Project-resultant

-d b001 would have a -,re, if }c c;eographically delineated .11,2A from

whit!, to draw it wa-, dt,t Hod quite ear!v that it r:ould

he no «-,,,Ary to divide Cho two t.litt-d1 countio-,

lurr -int) into o,,,r,hdii or, a, and to projct t fur o,n h .urea t

.... 7
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prospective pupil population and future economic conditions,

Figures A-1 and A-2 present the designations, locations, and

boundaries of the geographic areas used for Project demographic

research.
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geogra ph i c areas Wh It:11 h live been sub, jeT fed to pup i 1 popu tat ion

t 114 f(11- t he i'i'otett Eire Iitermlilded on the h,1,-,1,; of pre-,ent h

school at t ernInuk. e zone~ ,66.1 are designated as follows:

1) In the Dallas and Fort Worth school districts each statisti(al

geographic area consists of either a single geographically irge

(senior) high school attendance zone (1973-74 delineation) or of

several geo!;raphically contiguous (senior) high school attendance

zones. All of the statistical areas in these two districts, for

purposes of this Project, are designated as "cluster" attendance

areas and enumerated in Roman numerals in the data, tables, and

tigures presepted.

2) In ail other school districts of the two central counties the

statistical areas consist of the high school attendance zones

(as delineated by the respective districts for 1974), are de-

signated as "high sihool" attendance areas, and are enumerated

in Arabic numerals in the data, tables, and figures presented.

flic forecasts or the prospective pupil population of each of these

aforementioned areas were derived from linear projections-using the 1970,

1971, 1972, ind 1973 enrollments within eath area as J "bast. 'inc" and

extendin, this base to the 1980-81 school year. this base line was

further extended to the 1985-86 school vear, but with derived raw e-,Limates

of pupil not dation further relined and adjusted to take into account such

attenuating, factors is (I) decline--; in birthrates and variance in birth-

rates, as between ethnic groups, (2) prosper tine residential saturation

within partiTular areas, (',) cronomi( dTvelopment living a high probability

impaTtin,,, on the -o,looTouomi, s, aus of rksIdent-,, and The in-,H1n,

in4 roast or Jet reese ()t their 11)1Mht: r:-) ( author 1 La lye e-r,t_ imates if

t alt lire not i rn t ion t I Ar',er seyrlc'ntti of t he Mot rop I es., ) t r en,k

iii proh,11,1,' It ye I ()pro n t in grIV ate And pnroi Iii iI hoof (tiro Inent

,ind (6) tither I ,n ii;LI ig,ellt lw-, to a p 11.1_ it filar are'd It be 1 icy( (I
4
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neat on or o

several geographically contiguous 'senior) high school attendance

zones. All of the statistical areas in these two districts, for

eutpos, s ot th], Protett, are designated a5 "cluster" attendance

areas and ,,numerated in Homan numerals in the datl, tables, and

tigures press rated.

In dll other s(hool distri(ts of the two (entral counties the

statistmal arias consist of the high school attendance zones

(as delineated by the respective districts for 1974), are de-

signated a> "high sihool" at areas, and are enumerated

in Arabic numerals in the data, tables, and figures presented.

"the toricasts for the prospective pupil population of each of these

atorementioned areas were derived from linear projections using the 1970,

1971, 1972, and 1973 enrollments within each area as a "base line" and

extending this base to the 1980-81 school Year. This base line was

further extended to the 1985-86 scnool year, but with derived raw estimates

of pupil population further refined and adjusted to take into account such

attenuating factors Js: (1) declines in 1 -thrates and variance in birth-

m-tes, as between ethnic groups, (2) prospective residential saturation

within partmular areas, (3) economic development having a high probability

of impacting on the socioeconomic status of residents, and the ensuing

imrease or decrease of their numbeis, (4) Authoritative estimates of

future net in-migration ler larger segment of the Mitroplex, (5) trends

and probable developments in private and parochial school enrollments,

and (6) other lactors indigenous to a particular area. It was believed'

that these relined lore(asts would enable decision- makers to determine which

it the virious AlternAtive lo(Ation,, ot t11e Prnit't-resultant school would

hive a prospi, cp.( populAtion tomp,itible with the etlini and socio-

e,,.,i1(1,iii thc to provide valuable and

t! ip;11( t '1 I 1",1) o"Mli 111 It V .1 t



lntc rested r e , t , l e r - , ,tr r, t, erred to `let roi) I i t

t I, kol time II, I t r, port , led And d f int tive

tCc, itmunt of "et ropl nt ponu I it ion 'I i s t r, ,it n t n-

I ude-, ituide I Inc, 1 or tht der/vat ion And or,T,in 1"A t ion of the re( ,

t itt,4orieL, the tore( popul,it ion, fare, dst s of onro 1 tr.ents

k -1 t or Ars 10-81 And 1(t8.3-86, re lev,int so, io-e, onomi, chard( tt ri5t it s

popul,tt ion foret'astt, p I us other and observat

,Nn example of these kind-, of forec,1:-;t dot 1 is presented in figures

h- I slid width disp1,3v ethnic and sot io-econotill, charat. ter 1st it's of

K-12. puh I it 1 enrol lees in the various Projtct pe,3graphic statistical

Areas fur the school year 1985-86.
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FIGURE B-1

DALLAS COUNTY

V,
ECONOMIC CHARACTERISTICS OF PUBLIC SCHOOL PUPIL ENROLLEES,
IN THE VARIOUS GEOGRAPHICAL STATISTICAL AREAS 1985-86
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Chan4ing Student Profiles -- There seems to be no indication that the

value of education in the culture of the United States will diminish. On

the contrary, it will apparently increase by the 1980's. Although there

will be fewer young people (percentage-wise) to populate the schools of

the future, those who do go to school will usually stay longer. In add-

it ion to these younge .Nidents, more older persons will return to school

for training in new vocations or avocations. Thus, the number of students

the schools will serve cannot be expected to change greatly, but student

profiles will change as the number of older students grow larger. For ex-

ample, in 1900, one out of every 25 Americans was 65 or over. By the

early 1970's, this ratio had grown to 1 out of every 10 and to a total of

over 20 million Americans who were 65 or over, This total is even more

impressive if one considers that the combined populations of our Nation's

20 smallest states is less than 20 million! And in the decades of the

1980's and beyond, the number of Americans aged 65 or over will be even

greater. Obviously, the futurist planner is obligated to consider the

possible impact of these senior citizens on schooling.

2.4.2 Manpower Needs

A futurist c school serving the Dallas-Fort Worth Metroplex

must determine that its product will be responsive to con-

temporary societal needs, economic environment, and man-

power requirements. The consideration of this section is

the identifiation of Metroplex manpower resources in terms

of numbers, educational levels, and job classifications

required for the decade of the 19801s.

Myro.plex Manpower Needs -- Fable I reflects data

from the document, "Comprehensive Manpower Plan for the

Cities of tom, -iort l,:orth and the Surrounding Area-

I 1-,1,11 i m 1'W4," preporca by the Ottite of Manpower

plAnn h otit r i1 I ex,r; Cow), i I of governments

1, I



ition to these younger students, more older persons will return to school

for training in new vocations or avocations. Thus, the number of students

the schools will serve cannot he expected to change greatly, but student

profile-, will change as the number of older students grow Larger. For ex-

ample, in 1900, one out of every 25 Americans was 65 or over. By the

early 1970's, this ratio had grown to 1 out of every 10 and to a total of

over 20 million Americans who were 65 or over. This total is even more

impressive if one considers that the combined populations of our Nation's

20 smallest states is less than 20 million! And in the decades of the

MO's and beyond, the number of Americans aged 65. or over will be even

greater. Obviously, the futurist planner is obligated to consider .lie

possible impact of these senior citizens on schooling.

2.4.2 Manpower Needs

A ftturist c school serving the Dallas-Fort Worth Metroplex

must determine that its product will be responsive to con-

temporary societal needs, economic environment, and man-

power requirements. The consideration of this section is

the identification of Metroplex manpower resources in terms

of numbers, educational levels, and job classifications

required for the decade of the 1980's.

Metroplex Manpower Needs -- Table I reflects data

from the document, "Comprehensive Manpower Plan for the

Cities of Dallas-Fort Worth and the Surrounding Area-

Fiscal Year 1974," prepared by the Office of Manpower

planning, North Central Texas Council of Governments

(N( lexas.

Information reported by NCTC0(; for the Dallas Standard

m,(rop()1ttan Area (SMSA) and the Fort Worch

Fie in bible I.

1



TABLE I

FUTURE MANPOWER REQUIREMENTS

OF SCHOOL COMPLETED

METROPOLITAN STATISTICAL

AND POTENTIAL

FOR THE COMBINED

AREA

LABOR MARKET ENTRANTS BY YEARS

DALLAS-FORT WORTH STANDARD

YEAR

1980

EMPLOYMENT REQUIREMENTS

EXPANSION
35,780

REPLACEMENTS
26,789

TOTAL
62,569

.

YEAR
1980

EMPLOYMENT REQUIREMENT BY YEARS OF SCHOOL COMPLETED

LESS THAN
L(HIGH SCHOOL

4 YEARS'

HIGH SCHOOL

1-3 YEARS

COLLEGE

4 YEARS
'COLLEGE

5 YEARS

COLLEGE

20,281 24,726 8,763 5,320 3,505

,-

YEAR
1980

POTENTIAL WORK FORCE ENTRANTS

LESS THAN
HUH SCHOOL

4 YEARS
HIGH SCHOOL

1-3 YEARS
COLLEGE

4 YEARS
COLLEGE

-5 YEARS
COLLEGE

6,158 15,890 12,563 6,600 2,287



A

This table reveals that the labor force potential for the year 1980

is 43,498 or 70.15% of the projected labor requirement for that year.

The differe "ces between the classifications a- "Employment Requirement

By Years of Sch \ol Completed" and the "Potential Work Force Entrants"

are as follows: 69.7% less than the r d for the "LesF, Than High School

'Education" category; 35.8% less than the need for the "Four Y of High

/School" category; 46.36% more than the need for the "1-3 Years of College 1/

category. Further, the potential work force entrants are 46.36% more

than the need for the educational category "Four Years College', and 34.76%

less than the need for the "Five Years College" category.

Manpower Needs by Occupation Table II is extrapolated from the

document "Total Employment Requirements by Occupation in the Dallas and

icrt Worth SMSA," prepared by the Office of Manpower Planning, North

Central Texas Council of Governments. For brevity, occupational sub

categorif are not snown, and only broad occupational categories are

.presented.

TABLE II

TOTA, EMPLO'iMENT REQUIREMENTS BY OCCUPATION IN THE DALLAS-FORT WORM
STANDARD METROPOLITAN STATISTICAL AREA

1970-1980

OCCU-PATION

PALLAS-FORT WORTH SMSA

:r7rEXPANSION 1 '-

REQUIREMENTS
1970-1980

1REPLACEMENT2
REQUIREMENTS
1970-1980

TOTAL 3*

REQUIREMENTS
1970-1980

Total Employment 317,320 211,042 528,362

Professional, technical, kindred 63,438 26,094 89,532

Managers, officills, proprietors 25,635 25,171 51,006

(:lericil and kindred workers 64,476 42,533 107,009

Sales workers 21,840 16,159 37,999

Craftsman, foreman, and kindred -r,664 27,981 67,645

Operativs and kialyed workers 41.702 37_552 79_25L



Education" category; 35.8% less than the need for the "Four Years of High

School" category; 46.36% more than the need for the "1-3 Years of College"

category. Further, the potential work force entrants are 46.36% more

than the need for the educational category "Four Years College", and A4.762

less than the need for the "Five Years College" category.

Manpower Needs by Occupation Table II is extrapolated from th@

document "Total Employment Requirements by Occupation in the Dallas and

Fort Worth SMSA," prepared by the Office of Manpower Planning, NorLh

Central Texas Council of 6overnments. For'brevity, occupational sub-

categories are not shown, and only broad occupational categories are

presented.

TABLE II

TOTAL EMPLOYMENT REQUIREMENTS BY OCCUPATION IN THE DALLAS-FORT WORTH
STANDARD METROPOLITAN STATISTICAL AREA

1970-1980

OCCUPATION

DALLAS-FORT WORTH SMSA

*
EXPANSION

1

REQUIREMENTS
1970-1980

i

REPLACEMENT2*
REQUIREMENTS
1970-1980

TOTAL 3*
REQUIREMENTS
1970-1980

Total Employment 317,320 211,042 528,j62

Professiinal, technical, kindred 63,438 26,09* 89,532

Managers, officIals, proprietors 25,635 25,3'1 51,006

Clerical and kindred workers 64,476 42,533 107,009

Sate., workers 21,840 16,159 37,999

toremin, and kindred 39,664 27,981 67,645

Operatives and kindred workers 41,702 37,552 79,254

Service woikers
t

45,854 24,858 70,712

Lahorep, (ind firm workers) 3,164 9,944 13,108

fartilcr-, Ind tarm workers ')54 317 871

-

* iahlc I tootnote,, appoar on tIn following page.

37



1. E\pansion requirement-. ntr,,,ent the growth in requirement- 14\
o, copal ion tor 1970-19

2. Replacement requirements assume an annual replacement rate of
two pt,r c,nt_ (2 1) for eaLh occupation.

3. Total employment requirements represent hoth o:pansion and re-
placement requirements for 1970-1980.

1',1t tors Intluencimt Nanpower Need, M.Inv factors will iulluenou the

iihor market in the \o,ir 1980, suc h as the availability ot energy and MAI:-

\

ev1,(1 r,-Anr,es, the nature of the so( let%, business (ycles, rederal is-

cal international monotary and trade policies, nation,i1 politics

anu ,on(omitnttsocial programs. 'hurefore, the Sl Imool of the fature must

he prpared to meet the man` kontrih'enc_res that will exist in the labor

mdrk,t pre part' An aAaptdhlo student who will, through ii is schooling,

lilve the necessdry ski i is and knowledge to (ope with what may well be a

11111oLls I V 111,mgin4 world of work.

111 h 1,11 tors, int 1 110 111 111'4 I uturc manpower needs (ire

( ,,,,pliLtiOry rot 1 rerien (1.1,-.(1.m II V at ai!,c 05) 11 her (lized earl\ rot Lpierient ,

Ind 0 tenlled 1 i t e 0/1)01 those can be exec tcd to produce 111,1 ltir

,h(Ting(s in manpower needs, dnd in (or-responding educational need-;.

tne example of rettremeut factors further and to obtarn a

rwrspectivc of just this s-iugle factor, consider that in 197i

ovt'r %0 perc-mt of the moo who retrred were under 65! nd wives retired

generdliv 3t1e0r11, r ,ekes th(En did hu_sluinds so much odrlier that whIle

t ht 19-,1i mile retitee(- (ould Jook iorward to spen(ling neArlv ooc-fourth

of their lives in retirement, women could expect to spend about one-third

ot~ their lifetimes in the retired phase! 4nd all indications portend even

more liberal retirement in the future society,

_ i I t

(no illt.ritnr- Indicated chat moll edutator5 Agree th,it the

single moA iMportant ingredien in the educational princess



'placement requirements for 1970-1980.
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of their lives in retirement, women could expect to spend about one-third

of their lifetimes in the retired phase! And all indications portend even

more liberal retirement in the future hociet,..
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the instructional team must be of the highest quality

and must possess specialized skills. (As used in this

Report, the phrase instructional team does not imply team

teaching. Instructional team represents all members of

the instructional staff; whereas, team teaching represents

an instructional process.) Further, these skills must

be in keeping with the latest developments in the art of

schooling.

lhe purpose of this subsection is to introduce some of the implica-

tions for staffing the school of the future, expecially in terms of com-

petency, strategy, in-service training, supervision of instruction, con-

cept of instructional team and accountability.

The following assumption,. are used as the fuundation for the dis-

cussions which follow:

. teachers of the future will exhibit requisite competencies for

giving quality instruction.

. Ihe instructional team will he differentiated with respect to

specialized training, instructional duties, and salaries.

l eacher organizations will not impose learning quota (limit of

learning) on the educational process. Students will he encouraged

,m learn as much as possible as quickly a, possible.

.
State statutes will he adjusted to allow whatever staff licensing

rplireimnts are deemed nt,toss.tr\, to produce the most cost-effective

tehhing-learning environment.

. Ihc h,o t a ditfcrchti.itvd ',LW .1,4 an instructional team will he

ttitt,;t-Jto into thc protc,,-,thn,t1 preparation of the facilitator

t her -nithiger) .

,tat I I'ro1 i Ic f p tors -- tic emin,;ly, t he c tint 1011 (71 t11(`

tI011,11 ,Lit t will he affected toosiderahly by events of the tuture. Ihy

average age of professional teachers will tncrease. Therefore, teachers



an instructional process.) Further, these skills must

be in keeping with the latest developments in the art of

schooling.

The purpose of this subsection is to introduce some of the implica-

tions for staffing the school of the future, expEcially in terms of com-

petency, strategy, in-service traininsupervision of instruction, con-

cept of instructional team and accountability.

the following assumptions are used as the foundation for the dis-

cussions which follow:

Teachers of the future will exhibit requisite competencies for

giving quality instruction.

The instructional team will be differentiated with resp±ct to

speitlized training, instructional duties, and salaries.

. Teacher organizations will not impose a learning quota (limit of

learning) on the educational process. Students will he encouraged

to learn as much as possible as quickly as possible.

State statutes will be adjusted to allow whatever staff licensing,

requirements are deemed necessary to produce the most cost=eff-e(tive

teaching-learning environment.

lhe use of a differentiated staff as an instructional team will he

integrated into the professional preparation of the facilitator

(professional teacher-manager).

Stiff Profile factors -- Seemingly, the contigaration of the

tional tiff will he affected tonsiderahly by events of the future. Ilse

average age of professional teachers will increase. lherciore, teachers

will have to have opportunity for being retrained as the teaching tools

they are u,ing hecome lhis retraining will include an opport-

unit. to upgrade skills in the area of learning-Leaching management, which

implies, that time and money h(r intenske ihmerviie programs let tia(hers

must hi provtdiH.

3 9



1 paraprof t ,sional, that person t IL( 11 y CIA 1 the

"pi(k and shove 1" work, will need to he trained for specifi( schooling

instructional tasks the piraprofessional who has only a se(ondatv level

,,chooling ba(kground will pessihlv require one or t,.o years of specialized

training, mu(h CIR same as do dental technicians dad other paraprofess-

ionals in spec ializ.cd fields today.

Skills Factors It appears that some scments of sot iity will have

onsiderabl\ more leisure time thin in the 1070's. ihlti his Implications

on the edniation of people for the profitable use of leisure time. In an-

other section of this Report, the redder will find A dis(ussion con(ern-

in,! skills necessary for the schooling of the future that are not (urrent-

1\ bcing t"ught in the public school, As well A. a discussion of those

that are cur- Iv being taugnt that should perhaps be LI'JlinaLcd.

but neyond ha -1, skills emphasis in the piimary grad(s, futur, s( boiling

will he d('.,'1, ,l to building skills necessary for coping with sic fetal

problems within the imrediate society in particular, and the global

so, letv in general.

leacher Aides ldu( ational processes will be more per,,onali/ed

than in the 1970's, lo every extent possible instructional programs will

he tailored to ,in individual student',, desires and needs. Computer-aided

instruction (Ind other yet undeveloped computer techniques, su(h

tal-ing comput(rs), the increased use of paraprofessionals, more (lerical

Ind e...,[/.111(It'll WA: oh Villiffiteer-, will have alleviated much of t ht.

logistl(al ovetLard(n that is inherent in the individualiLcd pro,,rams of

flit urrent t r t. !hi' prof us,- lona] t ( .1( her of t he 11480's will be one step

rer,ov-e(: from the dai-to-d,r. clod -Instrnitional routines so prevalent in the

1 1', , rt 111f:11, t he I 970' ,,routines (,111 he accomplished h' the

sp 1.11 ,11,1e,-,, iliti can ,e.d/pr met hani(

ten,:i St rateiLies !he tompetent tea( her will obtain ,ind main-

tain competAncy through the coordination of three prime strategies:



ionals in specialized fields today.

Skills Factors It appears that some segments of society will have

onsiderably more leisure time than in the 1970's. This has implications

on the (iniiation of people for the protitable use of leisure time. In an-

other section of this Report, the reader will find a discussion foncern-

lag skills necessary for the sihooling of the future that are not iurrent-

1\ being taught in the public schools, as well as a discussion of those

skill that are currently being taught that should perhaps he eliminated.

But beyond basic skills emphasis in the primary grades, future schooling

will he devoted to building skills necessary for coping with societal

problems within the immediate society in narticular, and the global

society in general.

4 leacher Aides Educational processes will he more personalized

thin in the 1970's, lo every extent possible instructional programs will

he tailored to an idividual student's desires and needs. Computer-aided

instruction (and other yet undeveloped computer technique,, such as

tal,ing computers), the increased use of paraprofessionals, more clerical

help, and expanded use of volunteers will have alleviated much of the

liwistlial overburden that is inherent in the individualized programs of

the iurrint era. 1111 profession ii tea( her of the 1980's will he one step

irom t_11(' ile non-Instructional routines so prevalent in the

, room-, of t he 19 7 0 ro,it 1 1 he ac c ()nip 1 i,-.hed t

r,, hunin /(,r P, 11,1111, ,11

( o"ch t n('J ( omrct , nt t , i. nor I (0)t, Hid in

Li 171 (Mput through the ( oor it mit ion of t ht prune stt it les :

. pr-,rvi i t rain Mr

I rVIii I 1-,-1111i n

r, t Intro,

l't I m( 111111S -- A I I, 1 t rot I v,'11 1

r, v( I t orm otir t r.11 n ny, (it", p,noil Inn Id the ( 1,P11) .".1( I k,
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required for the tasks to be a«Tompl shed at that level, the h ieritr,

ot in --it rui t iona 1 levels may Inc lode:

. Learn i Diiwnost it ian (determines learning needs; in add it ion

has had appropr tate sub Jet t mat r pri p,lrrlt ion): Ph. D. or

equivalent,

. Master Teacher (prest ript ion writ er; lil addition, has had appro-

priate subject matter preparation): M. Ed, or equival..nt.

Q,enior leacher (teachinT,T, methods speciali-it; in addition, has had

appropr i tib t m,ittt r preparation): ii, A. or equivalent.

, Assistant leacher (sub jeT t matter spot ial 1st): A minimum of

appro v two ,,Tear-, of spet i ii training or tTquiv dent.

1 Ti-Sery e ra ming he mast er ra t small must sharpen his tools"

r,rov i dt the t at ',mai le for t ns t t tit i nrir, in-se rvi T, 0 program. Eat_

rut t lona i T Tmponent, 01 tile tit hot,t w()11 (t,P(111( t its o-n in-se e pro-

ra, t h It till, I ust rut t ion ',Tnic! meet spec it l t st at t net tk. I hest,

T ,1 t tudivmhi i i .,t t member-, in I one ert with

t he 1, la, r i l.i lilt Ater ) tilt ro, t 1,,na 1 t ear). u,,,,(1 I mr

t I1. T t . ,I 1), t II, wci'iI tl depend on 1',1,-,t iryurnstint t_TT-, arid

Tilt i 1 Ti pert ing I () work .1,0ps, obtain/at;

T 1, ,ponden« ,Tor-,t ti, ind the 1 Ike.

TT,tTtTr"' 1- ion I nst tin Illy,'

d 1 1, 1 1, 1 ..-,

t 111111

1,,111`,, ,i, Cf. t'd til'r,lt 1()Ti

ril erH it, ()mini, t he e, pet tat ions or

,I t I it v, I it ,,711)t-t It( wit 11 tliel r t ye

, I "11 tI1, I ru t_

!WI I Ht. I I!, 111,1 t , T-leastir t

T,,TT T T 1,,n ,ed tti dot lit. t 11,11-pc I iT

, t o t l T,Toa I T tcir imp' tc,f, ,1 nt t11t r, in.

. TPA tut t I ot I I 1 II I Tolper,,,kor- pr(,par t ',It",

south', of he I p I or .11 ,t roT t lt,to I `.taII MI.



priate subject mat ter preparat ion) : M. Ed. or equivalent.

. Senior Ti ac her (teat hrir methods spet 1,i11St ; in addition, Lis had

appt (yr l it t it t IL it t t 1 prcpar .it i on): h, A, or etl ii v, I ,,nt

, .1,515tatit liur t ,1Ii) It t C PLO t -.pc I,ll I : A minimum or-

Ipp To II' ,1 11.1111111,, ut 11 ':1t

In-Se rvi c I n " lit r1 ist r if t sliirpen ill t ott

I)rttvideo tllt tit iona le I or tin-t It lit in. an rvll t. pr,n,r 3111, Lat II 111

ruL t I 011,i I k. 01 t hool %,,,VP111 «)1'(111. t ItS own 1 ti---turvi, c pro-

r,r.inix- th.3t thl, tr-,t nit t lop %soul(' k. L ',Pt.( it 11 St . I Ilt'tic

II( t'Ll`-, would he .1`--0,t.'-,(.(1 hv the i rid v tlti.t 1 -,t .tt t members 111 _()/1( Cr with

t leader (t.i I I t t or o I t he ite,t nit t ion it t 1 he true(] for

c.t.t. 1_ I II II& Ids would tit:14nd .)r) t ..1;1 I rt rimut ant t

t i In Ildt ,1 I 11:12, in p( t obt.i in in., -, 1 t

help 1.3 orre,pomlunt t ht' 1 i he.

SiTervi, lot, 1)1 hist nit t ion III) s et ed t Otlti l(1t. r,it ion

and I ni 1 itde,,:

. Inst rut t Inli i 1 uCtit I inemlient, bt. t omi .n,,.. irk' of t lit 10I1,-, or

ties r rt (I 1 eve I., of t timpct-tirt ty i orimerc-airtit t he I r n I tn.

p,), It 1 ()I.1 t 'lit 1 ion.) 1 tt

. ln,truttIcul,iI (--,t at I meninurs Flea -;iir t loot ievel of

t tit Inn ,li.,eusst.,1 above, to determine pet tat ion-pert or7,.int e

dr.-, 1", p t_4) 3'(,i t or improvement t here I n.

in -,I rut I ion 11 of I I( cr., .11)(1 supe ry preptirin.; themse vt",

,ttorm ot help t or inst rut t nil (.t at t mt. mhers

I [I ,t run t tIna -Jai I members nt rluilit 11 1 \ ,it ount ins; to

,t rut t Iona 1 ttl t it # T for the1r person' 1 p.

II'l In,:, 1.11.. C 101).11 I crt ill intro hv

ii.pt n I 1 v rt",.i 1 t roil a ,et Iv pi linic,j hill,

I I -pr. pit. I t ht tt in. i t (lot nt ( ill it ever`. mei Mier
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f t ht in-St rut t ion it t t'.1E1 have eat h yen, skill required for good

Le, t, it a su, tears mu-it he able,, to Lel lei tively' exhibit_ al l

',Kill-. lit rtt,lit to qualit% instruction.

en a studtnt appears tor in-itruction, he does firing along eertain

att_tibute,, that will aid in ohtaining the desired learning. It is the

rcsponsibility of the instructional team members to ascertain these student

entr\level It will also he incumbent upon the team to measure

datodav progress and to assess total achievement when the student

leave-, the course of instruction.

lie implications of the above on the competencies of the team tire

many, and in,-lude an ability or obligation to:

.
devise a variety of teathing techniques for instruction of any

single concept.

. create and validate Instruttional objectives, plus revision of

-,arse based on evaluative feedback.

. con,,,truct and administer instructional diagnostic instruments.

.
administLr instruments for mapping the learning styles of students,

dud for mapping tin teaching styles of the instructional team

an,t NI( t inc .-Arn ti r achievement tests hased on -Ter tf i course

learning, onit(Lives, iiii profile student accomplishments accordingly.

. siithe,,tze data from cou,v,elor profile, and standardised tests to

tsc as de-a riptors of student

. write hi11.1vlcorit tII t t hat ire 't d into I'llf t

tineni .

. rt i,i.ii i t or ant i n t ni t of in 1 lit dr t in',t rill i iiitlti oct hod-,

in pirt is nl.ir t natter fields.

. Ind pre-it r i he areas of -,t, I Imp rovcmcnt t hat wr I I int re, se

r'ii,na I tt ac h of fet t and demon-, t rare ,i c ,,remit VI CH

this type of effort.



entry-level skills. It will also he incumbent upon the team to measure

day-to-day progress and to assess total achievement when the student

leaves the koure,c of Instruction.

File implications of the above on the competencies of the team are

And ;nc lude an ability or obligation to:

. devise a variety of teaching techniques for instruction of any

single concept.

. create and validate instructional objectives, plus revision of

sane based on evaluative feedback.

. construct and administer instructional diagnostic instruments.

. administer instruments for mapping the learning styles of students,

and for mapping the teaching styles of the instructional team

members.

.
construct and administer achievement tests based on specific course

learning objectives, and profile student accomplishments accordingly.

. synthesize data from counselor profiles and standardized tests to

use as descriptors of student learning problems.

.
write behavioral objectives that are organized into an instruction-

al ,;equent e.

. remain current on the state or utilitarian instructional methods

in particular subject matter fields.

. diagnose And prescribe areas of self-improvement that will increase

per,,onal to iching cite, tiveness, and demonstrate a commitment to

this t.,pc et ettMrt.

. c oordrnat the et fort's of the home and school In directing the

dudcnt total, achievement of do sired skills and behaviors. A

rc'ulAt port of the instructional function is to review student's

o! 11 program and progress with his/her parents.

. Loon i orgauf/ation ,,k!lls that relate to instrucional
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grouping, as well as the use of multimedia techniques in irc;truc-

tion.

. demonstrate skill in alternative methods of handling disciplinary

problems, student hostility, and student frustration.

. instruct in "studentship" skills (How to learn is often as import-

ant as what one learns).

. provide a wide variety of instructional and motivational techniques.

(ihe team shall demonstrate skill in instructional methods that

include lectures, conferences, group study, practical exercises,

and others.)

.
demonstrate the ability and willingness to help students develop

interpersonal skills.

. demonstrate the ability to evaluate effectiveness of instructional

materials and resources.

. use and give instruction in the use of instructional hardware.

.
define the relationship of the team to all suprirt personnel in

its facility.

In capsule form, it appears that future educational processes will

he conducted by an instructional team; and that the members of this team

must have the collective capability of ascertaining where any student is

educationally, where this person would like to be, what capabilities

the student has of achieving, and what educational tools the student

already possesses. In addition, it will be necessary for the team

to measure interim progress and to diagnose perodicall) the learning

ohjective,, or the skills that the sudent has attained. During this time,

the student must also he given counsel and uidance regarding educational

choices and their potential for success in term-, of the student's motoiyat

imw, and abilities.

A,countahiiitv the public's demand for accountability will force

re(g-g.iniration and restructuring of the instructional team to an optimum



. provide a wide variety of instructional and motivational techniques.

(The team shall demonstrate skill in instructional methods that

include lectures, conferences, group study, practical exercises,

and others.)

. demonstrate the ability and willingness to help students develop

interpersonal skills.

. demonstrate the ability to evaluate effectiveness of instructional

materials and resources.

. use and give instruction in the use of instructional hardware.

. define the relationship of the team to all support personnel in

its facility.

In capsule form, it appears that future educational processes will

he conducted by an instructional team; and that the members of this team

must have the collective capability of ascertaining where any student is

educationally, where this person would like to be, what capabilities

the student has of achieving, and what educational tools the student

already possesses. In addition, it will be necessary Lor the team

to measure interim progress and to diagnose perodically the learning

obiectives or the skills that the sudent has attained, During this time,

the student must also he given counsel and uidance regarding educational

choices and their potential for success in terms of the student's motivat-

ions and abilitie,

ALountabilitv The public's demand for accountability will force

reorganisation and restructuring of the insLrlictional team to an optimum

cost effective configuration. In the 1q70's many instructional tasks

whi(11 (ould hive been done as weil by much less skilled persons have been

ptitormed by profet,sienal teachers. Theretore, a more efficacious distri-

bution (0 Libor will be et,pected by the publm in the 1980's. In terms

of a«wititdhilit\, the nabl, ti will be minh more literate, will

'4 3
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t made oar I in the p dim age:, of the Pro le( t In ad-

d t tun to r ibod thort'111, a number of regional tit pool mg
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This Report and Volume II, Section 3, detail the inspection Of

facilities made early in the plannIng stages of the Project. In ad-

di t I on to the sItes desk r 1 hed there in, a number of regional schoo lug

1( I I it it s have been Invest igat

the oh is t ive et, tilt Lk I 1 I is port ion of the SWIT el fort wa-a

per eived to Id, one ot "pr._ -spet 11 Jt.it ion". In terms of b.)th the

Pro jest proposal and cont rat. tual ri'st rd Int s, SWF1 was not , emmiss

ed o produt.e .my designs t or the 1 ilia] tat it It ien and furnishitics.

lilese ALL Iv it lc to he pos t-SWEP architectural functions.

However, in terms ut such factors as final location And student pop-

ul.lt ion, It teas eon, civet! that the SWLP study would produ(e data or

pre-spet at ions rel at lye to building sine and style with

ddt a re lit iv' to nekk' versus renovated t on-,C ruL L ion.

2. 5. 1 fat 1 1 I t les kt. wart h
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influence SWEP and post-SWEr planning. 'these facilities were in-

spected and analyzed in terms of the projected educational park.

(See Volume II, Appendices 3.3, 3.4 and 4.). Second and third, fossil

fuel supply problems and concern for environmental impact were given

special consideration. (See Volume II, Appendix 3.5). Concurrently,

mathematical models were prepared from which SWEP designers could

specify educational park utility services (See Volume II, Appendix

3.h).

':on: Iusions

dust., di tud I ( oast rut ion of i n educat tend 1 park pre-

( short 1 v a f t ( r t he Pro l e t t got tin d i ' rwdy t i l it ies pre-

,-;,,et 1 I IC.ttiens wire not ,.'enerdted for A apt': iI ie site. HOWL ver,

the Invettgation-, thdt were performed did identify tht °gent

fdttor., Hof detail,,. See Volume II). (he

revedltd thdt the determintint-, for optimizing the firidl

td( dc.:-,ign will he eftett(d t t t [-

(id] t ont rdt t ing for tin f ity (See Appt tniti 01

t`t, ti,tte I I ).

2.6 r-iond I Int it ry

C.ten-,1%,e p(r,ondl intervicv-; were tondutted throughout_ the

Projett ,Lar. Settion i of Volume II piesent,, A ,A1MMdrV lo, nest

of the interview-, tonducted by the SWit Staff during this, r
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MODEL FOR SECONDARY SCHOOUNG OF THE FUTURE

MANPOWER\NEED
/ NEEDS

ASSESSMENT
STUDEN;\

DEMOGRAPHY'

SCHOOL BOARD

--)r

(1) Student sex, age race ei(..

(21 Regular students
Adult-education students
Special-education students
Other students

13) Support data to assist individual
students in making wise program
selections

(41 Matriculation mechanics for regular
students re-entenng students, work-
study students adult education
students and other students

151 Educational obiectives for instruc-
tional programs

161 Includes organizational patterns

171 Management plan for achieving pro-
gram objectives

(81 Replaces the traditional term Principal

The student in
addition to being the

recipient of schooling

is an active participant
in strategy

development



3. The SWEP Model I
This section first presents definitions and brief descriptors of the

individual elements of the universal SWEP Model. By universal, it is

meant that the Model is inherently flexible and could be applied to any

urban school system in the Nation. Presented next are more detailed and

technical descriptions for the functions of the elements within the Model,

and the interrelationships between these elements.

The Model is finally applied to the hypothetical projection of a

secondary school within the Dallas-Fort-Worth Metroplex. For this appli-

cation, a set of Planning Specifications have been developed. These

specifications are for use by any planners who wish to apply this universal

Mcd-21 to the actual development of a school in the future.

3.1 Definitions of the Elements of the SWEP Model

The SWEP Model of the secondary school of the 1980's represents

a systems analysis approach to schooling (fhe Model's three-

dimensional representation is shown on the preceding page).

Definitions and descriptors used throughout this section, were

generally evolved by the Project Staff from analyses of the

research data and from the survey of literature. Definitions of

terms and descriptors used in the Mode, arc as follows:

Society -- Society is the universal set from which the rationale

for schooling and thefun(tions of schooling are established.

In the broadest sense, this :-,ocietal set includes social classes,

,ocial groups, -ocial system,,, social environments, and the

interactions imp] cit between all of these societ,i1 components.

Xanpower `Linpower needs ,11.. the 1

opportunitie., exi.,tifw, for student,-, served the

Student Demolraph,' -- Student demography is the set of data_J.

relevant to the' student so. ulation
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The Model is finally applied to the hypothetical projection of a

secondary school within the Dallas-Fort-Worth Metroplex. For this appli-

cation, a set of Planning Specifications have been developed. These

specifications are for use by any planners who wish to apply this universal

Mcd.l to the actual development of a school in the future.

3.1 Definitions of the Elements of the SWEE Model

The SWEP Model of the secondary school of the 1980's represents

a systems analysis approach to schooling (Elie Model's three-

dimensional representation is shown on the preceding page).

Definitions and descriptors used throughout this section were

generally evolved by the Project Staff from analyses of the

research data and from the survey of literature. Definitions of

terms and descriptors used in the Model are as follows:

Society Society is the universal set from which the rationale

for schooling and the functions of schooling are established.

In the broadest sense, this societal set includes social classes,

social groups, social systems, social environments, and the

interactions implicit between all of these societal ccmpcnents.

Manpower Needs Manpower needs are the estimated employment

opportunities existing for students served by the school.

Student Demograj Student demography is the set of data

relevant to the student population, such as number, ethnicity,

sex, socioeconomic factors, and residence sites.

Needs Assessment -- Needs assessment is the process used to

determine discrepancies between the actual accomplishments of

t s( I ,ind the desired (Tip 1 i -.hment



I
School Board -- The school board is the lay authority for the

school system.

Coals Goals are the ideals which the educational enterprise

strives to achieve.

Student -- A student is any client of school services.

Student Needs and Counseling -- Counseling is the process

which articuates general school goals with respect to individ-

ual student needs.

A

Entry and Exit Procedures -- Entry and exit procedures consti-

tute' the matriculation and separation processes for the school.

Programs Programs are the content, curricula, and objectives

which match student needs and aspirations with educational goals.

Facilities -- Facilities are the physical environments in which

saooling occurs.

instructional Processe-, Instructional processes constitute the

varletv of learning schemes employed in the schooling process.

Strateg the overall management plan for school-

0.1muhlt,. !he ! mimunit, th!! t ,upset of the !(t t ,t.!rved

t he !!,i !to!!! .

Lvaluation Lvaluation is the process by which quality and



Student Needs and Counseling Counseling is the process

which articulateq general school goals with respect to individ-

ual student needs.

Entry and Exit Procedures -- Entry and exit procedures consti-

tute the matriculation and separation processes for the school.

Programs -- Programs are tt,e content, curricula, and objectives

which match student needs and aspirations with educational goals.

Facilities Facilities are the physical environments in which

schooling occurs.

Instructional Processes Instructional processes constitute the

variety of learning schemes employed in the schooling process.

Strateg) -- Strategy i,, the overall management ',Ian for school-

Cummunitv ihe community is th.ct, subset of the ,,ociety ',erved

by the 1-,choel.

1'. a 1 Hat lnu l v.il chit ion he proe,, c,s'n 1, 11 (,uni t and

h't or'p i t'llt detcr (11111( .

t Ind lc it



Facilitator -- The facilitator is the legally appointed

leader of the school.

Central Office Staff The central office staff is the cadre

of specialized personnel who provide expertise and services

for the entire school system.

3.2 Technical Descriptions of Model Elements, Functions, and

Interrelationships

The subsections which follow elaborate upon the elements of the

Model. These elements are clustered for discussion purposes as

follows: needs assessment cluster, student cluster, programs

cluster, and strategy cluster.

Since this treatment is a description of a universal model, these

subsections represent a synthesis of the Futurist Panel data, of

the Delphi data, of the literature -data, and of input from the

SWEP Staff and consultants. As a result, descriptors used herein

may differ in some manner from those of the Delphi respondents,

the literature, or the Futurist Panel.

3.2.1 Needs Assessment Cluster (See the Model elements below

and the yellowindexed cluster of the Frontispiece). A

short discussion of each '-)f the elements of the needs

assessment cluster follows.

Needs Assessment Needs assessment is the process

which determines discrepancies; between expectations and

actual performan(e, and su ft is the plocuss tu,ed to

establish 1 hasis f. r the prioritization of educational

y!.oals. Needs :Isses!,ment should be ha,,ed upon input from

a with hpc(trum of ,,ocietal ,,uh,--trnctures. lval lation

of manpower needo data and student demography data provide



3.2 Technical Descriptions of Model Elements Functions, and

Interrelationships

The subsections which.follow elaborate upon the elements of the

Model. These elements are clustered for discussion purposes as

follows: needs assessment cluster, student cluster, programs

cluster, and strategy cluster.

Since this treatment is a description of a universal model, these

subsections represent a synthesis of the Futurist Panel data, of

the Delphi data, of the literature data, and of input from the

SWEP Staff and consultants. As a result, descriptors used herein

may differ in some manner from those of the Delphi respondents,

the literature, or the Futurist Panel.

3.2.1 Needs Assessment Cluster (See the Model elements below

and the yellow-indexed cluster of the Frontispiece). A

short discussion of each of the elements of the needs

assessment cluster follows.

Needs Assessment -- Needs assessment isrthe process

which determines dis,:reptincies between expectations and

actual performance, and so it is the process used to

estrb-lisle a basis for the prioritization of educational

goa.s. Needs assessment should be based upon input from

a wide spectrum of societal substructures. Lvaliation

of manpower needs data and student demograph data_provlde

especially important input for this procedure of establish-

ing goal priorities. In this cluster, the school board',

function is to review the needs assessment , to est,iblIsh

educational priorities, to act A.- the la\ authorrt%

school in;; ,,trarey,%, and to serve the public'-, leal
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1'olu1,1t100 the general population increase

slightly, with the greater percentage gains hero}

experienced by senior citizeds andmineritie.,

blacks. Assuming that sufficient energy

to maintain suburbia and concomitant transportation

are available, middle-Llas,-, whites and affluent

minorities will continue tc move out of the densely

populated urban center- and leave them inhabited

mostly h\ the poor.

(areers Automation a. ill continue to give impetus

to the transition of the work force from goods-

producing careers to service-producing careers.

:.dditienal paraprofessional and technical roles

will emerr:c in such fields as electronics, medicine,

la%,, education, trati,portdtion, and :,ocial services.

Hie need for additional ,,,,,rbers will arise from

,a(1, fe tots IL;:

tic expected proportional increase of

,enio( citizens in the population ..ith

the concomitant medical, hospital, not 1,11,

and educational services needed.

it

a ,r-cater proportion of ,.omen and mothers

with %owl- 'cart!) to he ti a ined for

nt ran, e into thc vet and the

c oni tilt i'llt ethic 1.011
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minorities will continue to move out of the densely

populated urban centers and leave them inhabited

mostl, by the poor.

'iareers Autotation %).111 continue to give impetus

to the transition 0f the work force from goods-

plodUcIP.' (alter', to service-producing car'crs.

2dditional paraprofessional and technical roles

will emerge in such fields as electronics, medicine,

education, transportation, and social services.

The need for additional workers arise from

such fa, tors as:

0

the expected proportional increase of

,scnior cit7ens in the population with

the concomitant medical , hospit,)1, social,

and educational services needed.

treater proportion of women and mothers

with young children to be trained for

entrance into the work force, ind the

concurrent def,aud for reldtcd cduc,ftlon-

a I servi, cs.

entrant into the school:, at an carliel

age, and the a,compinvini, need for

educational servicc .

Incred-, d rambon, ,hild-care Lentirs,

kith the nice,,sary attendant -civicus.

In e:.,parded role in education b' the

rI edurdl: go%c rnment , and the nec

per-,onnel for this implementdt'on and

admfn,:-tiatton.

1 "
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lona 1 services.

life Life styles will be Characterized

iiimini,hed ,tereotyp ing ot both occupational and

tool 1' role-. Societ wi 1 1 cunt inue to increase in

omplexi t\ shorter work week, more leisure time,

I: ore tolerince of variant life styles, a higher

populot ion density, new products of -advanced technol-
.

oi-;\ and tin opportunity for earlier ret 1 rement will 1

rnk dmtv Current life stiles. Dominance of the work

t 1, continue, but will IA clialleni,ed uore
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family roles. Society will continue to increase in
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will he stronger be,:ause of more leisure time, earlier retirement, more

women in the work fcrce, necessit for teaching new skills to workers who

must be retrained, and more senior citizens. Total patronage of the

public schools will be increased, principally by early childhood and

adult education, but school enrollments K-12 will increase only slightly.

Cognitive and affective mapping techniques will help match teacher

instructional styles with student learning styles. Such matching will

encourage a wider variety of instructional modes, greater choices of

instructional styles for students and teachers, more choices of programs

for students, and a wider ran'i;e of curriculum content.

Pducation will cost more. Instructional Aaf selection and retention

practice', will he much revised. Professional teacher roles will change

significantly, as will those of professional administrators. Facilities

will become more flexible and less centralized, with much schooling

ocurring outside the walls of the "school house".

Fhilosophicall:, educational .systems will be flexible and choice

oriented. Both teachers and students will he required to make a wider

variety of responsilie choices, since schooling will be composed of a

greater number of educational Ilternatives.

'irinower Ile manpower needs element in the l'Iodel

represent, the employment opportunities for students served by

the Implicit in the element are:

tLat school programs skould reflect the changing

need, of the labc r market and further provide base,,,

tor future prolet!on-, of these needs.

that manpe,er needs will he communicated to students

through an active counseling program focus trig pn

,uch need'.

that ,operative educational program,- between the

schools aid industry or commerce be based upon



instructional styles with student teaming styles. Such matching will

encourage a wider variety of instructional modes, greater choices of

instructional styles for students and teachers, more choices of programs

for students. and a wider range of curriculum content.

Education will cost more. Instructional staff selection and retention

practices will be much revised. Professional teacher roles will change

signifik_antly, as will the of professional administrators. Facilities

will become more flexible and less centralized, with much schooling

occurring outside the walls of the "school house".

Philosophically, educational systems will be flexible and choice-

oriented. Both teachers and students will be required to make a wider

variety of responsible choices, since schooling will be composed of a

greater number of educational alternatives.

Manpower Needs The manpower needs element in the Model

represents the employment opportunities for students served by

the -Lhool. Implicit in the element are:

O 'that school programs should reflect the changing

needs of the labor market and further provide bases

for future projections of these needs.

that manpower needs will he communicated to students

through an active counseling program focusing on

such needs.

that cooperative educational programs between the

schools and industry or commerce be based upon

future-focused evaluation of manpower needs.

Student Demography -- The student aemography element represents:

determination of students' vital ,,tatistics, '4Ach

as sex, av,e, ethnicity, academic dbilit, And ,,ocio-

economi:

projection', of future ',tucle.L popufAtion elmractir-

A14



1'
acquisition of manpolAer needs data relative to

special programs.

School Board -- The school board, as the lay authority for

the school system, assumes these principal responsibilities:

reviews the needs assessment data (input from all

facets of school and society) and assigns education-

al priorities to the goals of the school system.
4

allocates the resources for accomplishment of the

system's educational goals and objectives.

o serves as the official monitor of the school system

for the public.

o provides procedures and/or climate conducive to the

evaluation of educational programs, maintenance of

self-renewal processes for successful programs,

and timely elimination of nonproductive pr, grams.

o serves as a "sounding board" for special interest

groups within the school community.

insures that the flexibility necessary for response

to the changing social mores of the community is

maintained.

Coals Goals constitute the generalized ideals which pro-

vide direction for the school system. Coals are ultimately

translated into educational objectives and these subsequently

into programs. (here exists an historic set of universal Anf;

perennial goals, hat the hoard's role includes prioritizing

theme po,t' !-1- the school system. Prioritization must be a

continuous process in order to match school programs

with the changin,,, needs i society.

In thk ndel, the ikoal-, (Iment interfaces with the student

cluster element. Furthermore, the student element is tied

41111mr.



al priorities to the goals of the school system.

o allocates the resources for accomplishment of the

system's educational goals and objectives.

o serves as the official monitor of the school system

for the public.

o provides procedures and/or climate conducive to the

evaluation of educational programs, maintenance of

self-renewal processes for successful programs.

and timely elimination of nonproductive programs.

o serves as a "sounding board" for special interest

groups within the school community.

o insures that the flexibility necessary for response

to the changing social mores of the community is

maintained.

o Coals Goals constitute the generalized ideals which pro-

vide direction for the school system. Coals are ultimately

translated into educational objectives and these subsequently

into programs. There exists an historic set of universal and

perennial goals, but the board's role includes prioritizing

these goals for-the school system. Prioritization must be a

continuous process,in order to match school programs

with the changing needs of society.

In this Model, the goals element interfaces with the student

cluster element. Furthermore, the student element is tied

directly into the strategy element; and since strategy con-

sists of the management plan for the school system, student

input into the formulation of schooling goals is assured its

rightful place.

3.2.2 Student Cluster (See Model elements below and the ,,reen-

indexed element in the Frontispiece).

5 h
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The Nuclei shows the student cluster (element) as the

largest and most prominent of all the system components.

This is because the student is the focal point of

schooling.

The secondary student of the future is perceived by our Futurist

authorities'as having these general characteristics:

0 begins schoul at the earliest age commensurate with educational

readiness, and readiness will likely be redefined and better

dej.ineated as future eduction evolves into a crib-to-casket

process.

o enters school with a much different frame of reference than

did 1974's three-, four- and five-year-olds differences

derived from such phenomen- as:

television produced especially for children.
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C STUDENT NEEDS COUNSELING'

The secondary student of the future is perceived by our Futurist

authorities as having these general characteristics:

o begins school at the earliest age commensurate with educational

readiness, and readiness will likely be redefined and better

delineated as future education evolves into a crib-to-casket

process.

o enters school with a much different frame of reference than

did 1974's three-, four- and five-year-olds -- difference,,

derived from such phenomena as:

television produced especially for children.

earlier experiences with persons of different sub-

cultures and socioeconomic cldsses.

freer home environment, in tt,rms of ,,ulf-expreAon.

en jw: c on,,i der,lh I ,, mere ley,,11 rights in `-:,1',,,)1 , 'di( h ,U:

-i-&_,Iter pert,on,i1 privac \ .

y,rk ,ltet Aliti nor, `v et ,Ire" ,;Ikl t -.1 1 t,,,, 1, T1.
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access to personal reCorOs in school files, with

the opportunity to appeal entries therein.

comes from a family unit with fewer children than in families of

the early 1970's.

expects a greater voice in how the schools are managed.

o expects the right to make "nonfatal" educational mistakes. This

means that sampling various educational programs will be expected

and encouraged.

o expects teachers to be competjit, empathetic, and to express

high expectations.

o expects schools to provide adequate preparation for post-

secondary academic studies, as well as for vocational, technical,

and professional careers.

o feels less racial, sexual, religious, or similar kinds of pre-

judice pressures.

expects scholastic credit for learning activities outside the

school environment, including planned

travel experiences.

work experiences.

personal studies.

eApcct-. school serviLes reglrdless of such personal handicaps

as language barrier,,, physical impediments, and the like.

expo, is access to an" c=.cheol program, regardless of sex.

expect,. (out,,es in "family unit" living (as a continuation of

teiching from grade K) . Ibis curri(ulum should include:

edit( tt is n.

rHe of the in ,,oclet.

(:on,,umer educ_ation.

o feels prepared to make choices of many schooling options, such



o expects the right to make "nonfatal" educational mistakes. This

means that sampling various educational programs will be expected

and encouraged.

o expects teachers to be competent, empathetic, and to express

high expectations.

o expects schools to provide adequate preparation for post-

secondary academic studies, as well as for vocational, technical,

and professional careers.

o feels less racial, sexual, religious, or similar kinds of pre-

judice pressures.

o expects scholastic credit for learning activities outside the

school environment, including planned

travel experiences.

work experiences.

personal studies,

expects 'school services regardless of such personal handicaps

as language barriers, physical impediments, and the like.

o expects access to any school program, regardless of sex.

o expects courses in 'family unit" living (as a continuation of

such teaching from grride K). This curriculum should include:

sex education.

role of the family in society.

consumer education.

f(ctr, ircpared to hake ,hoices of iminy schooling options, such

t",:
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retrieval systems, computer tutorial systems, and

extensive softwares).

expects to attend school past age 14 only by choice.

(The age for compulsory school attendance will be

lowered by law.)

3.2.3 Programs Cluster (See Model elements below and the blue-

indexed cluster of the Frontispiece).

STUDENT NEEDS COUNSELING'

indicited in the clu-;ter above, programs,are derived directly from

the student needs-counseling element. Entry and exit procedures incor-

porate open 7*,atrictilation and open campus concepts. In every possible

m,inner, supplement and complement schooling, rather than

2

kii,Lite it. Program!, and in-,tructional processes are designed for

optimal learning, and the milk hind, of student learning styles with instruc-

tor tea(hing ,:tvles is one significant means to this end. Another significant

idei 1-, the self-matching of instructional processes for both teacher and

student by encouraging their personal choices.
e'

Student toan,linv, Counseling will be both formal and

intormal, aad will occur whenever opportune because faculty and staff

will perceive counseling to be as integral and as important a schooling

function as lecturing or management oi learning centers. Counseling will



indexed clustfr of the Frontispiece).

As indicated in the cluster abcve, provrams are derived directly from

the student needs-counseling element. Entry and exit procedures incor-

porate open matriculation and open campus concepts. In every possible

manner, facilities supplement and complement schooling, rathei Ulan

dictate it. Programs and instructional proce'sses are designed for

optimal learning, and the matching of student learning styles with instruc-

tor teaching styles is one significant means to this end. Another significant

idea is the self-matching of instructional processes for both teacher And

student by encouraging their personal choices.

Student Needs -- Counseli,-,, -- CounsLing will be both formal and

informal, and will occur whenever opportune because faculty and staff

will perceive counseling to be as integral and as important a schooling

function as lecturing or management oflearning centers. Counseling will
-,_

articulate between the goals of the school and the individual needs of

the students.

Management policies will insure that adequate resources and personnel

are available for effecti , counseling. Counseling will service all

students, inciuding continuing education students.

In.:
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Some salient aspects of future school counseling will he:

o career planning, vilereby students will be informed of

the extensive educational opportunities both within

0

o

0

the school site proper and away from the school site.

Educational experiences away from the school site will

be articulated with strident desires and personal needs,

but in terms of realistic education for future work and

leisure patterns.

family unit and consumer planning.

student-centered counseling, whereby systematic referrals

of students to specialists will be commonplace, and such

referrals will include:

psychologists

psychiatrists

physicians

lay persons with special talents and credentials.

student-centered counseling, wherewith intensive focus

will be placed upon means by which students can develop

a positive self-image, 4, set of social ,skills, and a

set of job skills as reali,,tic preparation for a future

life with dignity and rcaipt_Lt. This would provide students

vith:

skills of ,,elf-evaluation.

moral and ethical decision-making confidence.

skills of authority evaludtkcn.

o public relations counselinv, to insure close and act ivi

liaison between parents, students, and coun.elors for the

a!,,,e,,,ment of student needs and ,.tudent aLhievement

both for problem and non problem student

counselors will be active participants in such activities as the

development of school strategy and school programs. This will require
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0

0

leisure patterns.

amily unit and consumer planning.

student-centered counseling, whereby systematic referrals

of students to specialists will be commonplace, and such

referrals will include:

psychologists

psychiatrists

physicians

lay persons with special talents and credentials.

student centered counseling, wherewith intensive focus

will be placed upon means by which students can develop

a positive self-image, a set of social skills, and a

set of job skills as realistic preparation for a future

life with dignity and respect. This would provide students

with:

skills of self-evaluation.

moral and ethical decision-making confidence.

skills of authority evaluation.

o public relations counseling to insure close and active

liaison between parents, students, and counselors for the

assessment of student needs and student achievement

both for problem and non-problem students.

Counselors will be active participants in such activities as the

development of school strategy and school programs. 'Phis will require

close and catalytic contact with community leaders and community re,-ouree

persons. 'Ihe overall counseling mission will be to assist students to

achieve their personal goals, to expand their awarene,,,, of themselves

an:l thL,ir educational responsibilities, and to exercise their educational

options. As an example, those students wbe enter high school with poor

I

1

I
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or Limited skills ',I reading wiA be counseled into programs which use

instructional techniques not requiring reading skills, since the school

and society will c,-Itinue to place a high priority on these particular

kinds of skills.

Secondary ch--)1 completion requirements will Change. Generally

the required ?-"rses for students will decrease; however, there will

continue to be some universal requirements. Mit rather than issuing one

type of high school diploma, schools will provide options for student

achievement that ii,elude licensing, certif,.ing, and granting differen-

tiated kinds of dillomas. the Frogram options resulting from differen-

tiated high ,,chool complut-ion requirements hill ncces,,itate better

counseliny procedures ,t All ,tAvx-, ot schooling.

!'lore adults will hce to he ,ounseled, since the school of the

future lv 1ll Ofei man% irorim: in these several c,itc,!ories:

ba,ic education (rciiclinu, and Arithmetic).

:) trilning and lob retraining.

o training for advancement in A irci:,ent

life-enrichment recreational and

sociAl cf program--

'1,1,hes for adult', will ht -chccluled At convenient times rather

than ((alka, b in nienr s(hool". 2,du1ts 1.1 L1 som(times enroll in reular

clas-ies with i-econdiry Son( progrviri will he

dc-Liv,ned for (o-en:ollmcnt ',tit:dent:, and pilrent, to enhanet itudent-

Iiirent relationship' -.

will in( luck_ -,en. 1c es for t .t't4( C.Ini 1\ /or

career Ser\ici, for adults h' othei agencle-,

public heilth, And others) ma\ le hou';cd piintli% with those of th( choH

hooline; miivt mon: dn,1 tm,r(: ,)ut tint' ";-,( 0,o1 Int() t ht:

re I L ,rmun .

Intr: And 1x it Pro( edurt ntry .md exit procedure,. %kill fit the

future schc,i1 philosophy of flexibility, alternativeA, and responsible



type of high school diploma, schools ',ill provide options for student

achievement that include licensing, certifying, and granting differen-

tiated kinds t f diplomas. the program options resulting from differen-

tiated high re,,uirements 511 necessitate better

opurise, illy (1,1re , I-I -tt,,es schooling.

Lore adui t h l i 1 ha%e t he counseled, -Ince the school ot the

tuture ftet adults mangy, programs in these ',eviral categories:

haste cduciticr (reading and nrithmeti().

;oh training ind ;oh retraining.

training for advdncement in a present position

lice-cnrichment programs, including recreation11 And

social types c'f programs.

(lasses for adult,, will ;e scheduled at conontent times rather

than "aicaks, in night school". Adult- will sometime- enroll in recnilar

elasses with secondary school -doe students. Some program, will he

dosigned for co-enrollment of students and parents, to enhance tudent-

parent relationships.

(,ounseling will include services for adults who sock famtl% anO/or

career counseling. Services for adults tv. other Igencies

public he filth, and others) may he housed jointly with those ct the ,chc,

as schooling moves more Ind riore out of the "SCht,01 house" and Jilt the

greater communitN.

liltry and rvit Proeedure,, intry and exit procedures will fit thy

futnro tool philosophy of flextbiltty, .iitt rrnt , and re,pon,-,1; 1 t,

thle,nt e 11,, procedure,, sil t he developed and maintained a,

1 1 c, p ltt the ',tra t r 1 Hnagr:ent. Cogent In the

Hint.

t t hod 1 to 14
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no matter iThAt proi2rA,' -,tudt (And parent,) lt otfered

roru ortrie',h5 flort Alturnative:-, in AttundAnct in mAtritul-
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established for differentiated kinds of seconcary school

diplomas, certificates of LomplLtion, %ocational licenses,
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Students Lan be expected to (.otit 'nue i itil su( h cteneral basic studies

ianguige arts, scitnces, 7,1thematics, foreign languages, music and

fine arts, and ihysital education. There will continue to he a strong

eiph,1,-ls on the icademic basic ,kills as a minimal education for All

,,tudents, but "coping skills" will receive equal status.

Lareer education philosophy will permeate all areas of tie orricula,

and a wide variety of specific vocAtiontl studies will be availnhle.

v11:-,1111t. 11A..irent til',(t be widely stressed.

.1 powerful force in human lelation-1, the school take advantage

of the unique skills and experiences of minoritv, ethnic, and relitous
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Ecological studies will becor, paramount, since mankind's continued

existence has been threatened by a very considerable mismanagement of the

environment. Students will become involved in community conservation pro-

grams stressing expendable resources management, energy management,

reclamation of materials, requisites for adequate food supplies, protection

from water and air and noise pollution, outdoor recreation, and similar kinds

of community related programs.

School objectives will also place a high priority on "coping skills"

programs preparing students to achieve a future-focused role image compat-

ible their abilities, needs, aspirations, and motivations. Such

programs will stress the student's potential in the world of work, clari-

fication of personal morality and ethics within the society, awareness of

aesthetic values, and a fundamental understanding of the differing

roles of producers and consumers in a complex technocracy.

Special programs and modifications of regular programs will exist to

meet the unique needs of special students, e.g., nonconformists, handicapped,

and gifted. Special programs will also exist to incorporate adults int:

regular day classes, into parent-child combination classes, and into other

pLuLaitb designed to iptimallv integrate the school with a diversity of

student types.

the school will utilize management procedures that assure self-renewal

of successful programs, emergency of new programs, and elimination or

revision of unsuccessful program,-. the administrative climate will foster

(ontinuing trials of improved way-, to accomplish the schooling function.

tritouraged to "float to the top" for analysis, review, and

appropriate action.

Options i,ithin all programs will facilitate extensive personalization

of learning A, tivitie-,, particularl-; to the extent that students will

reicive i(ademi«redit for appropriate outside activities. Such activities

might include political Lainpaign work, community projects, student enter-



of community related programs.

School objectives will also place a high priority on "coping skills"

programs preparing students to achieve a future-focused role image compat-

ible with their abilities, needs, aspirations, and motivations. Such

programs will stress the student's potential in the world of work, clari-

fication of personal morality and ethics within the society, awareness of

aesthetic values, and a fundamental understanding of the differing

roles of producers and consumers in a complex technocracy.

Special programs and modifications of regular programs will exist to

meet the unique needs of special students, e.g., nonconformists, handicapped,

and gifted. Special programs will also exist to incorporate adults into

regular day classes, into parent-child combination classes, and into other

programs designed to optimally integrate the school with a diversity of

student types.

The school will utilize management procedures that assure self-renewi'l

of successful programs, emergency of new programs, and elimination or

revision of unsuccessful ptagrams. The administrative climate will foster

continuing trials of improved ways to accomplish the schooling function.

Ideas will be encouraged to "float to the top" for analysis, review, and

appropriate action.

Options within all vcograms will facilitate extensive personalization

of learning activities, particularly to the extent that students will

receive academic credit for appropriate outside activities. Such activities

might include political campaign work, community projects, student enter-

prises, and other kinds of real-life learning experiences

Facilities -- Facilities take on a more inclusive meaning than that

of the conventional school site with classroom buildings. Facilities, for

purposes of the school of the future, consist of the physical environment

,.,herein and wherever take. place.

The historic pattern of new school construction may be replaced by
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one of utilization of any availlbleioirrunity facility to meet schooling

needs. For example, theaters and music centers, commercial and indus-

trial buildings, governmental sites, public museums, community agencies,

park or recreation sites, and the home are all viable prospects within the

broad scope of futuristic school facilities.

New construction will be designed for multiprogram use and to accommo-

date diverse kinds of instructional processes. ,Dads means instructional

housing will be flexible and easily rearranged upon short notice. Some

construction will even be in the form of transportable units, movable

from site to site as the need arises. Other construction will include

"instant" inflatables and temporary "geodesics". In all cases, the

facility design will be intended to constrain the schooling process as

little as possible.

Established school facilities will become community learning centers

and will operate 14 16 hours daily. Certain school facilities will be

constructed for joint use by such school-related agencies as departments

of recr Lon, he lth, social welfare, ond child care.

Instructional Prc'esse3 The school programs will be constituted of

d vJriet% of teaching-learning schemes, called instructional processes.

lbc student-choice and teacher-choice orientation of instructional processes

assure i "hest fit" betwee*, teaching styler. ,ind student learning

strengths.

A few teacher;. ma', he able to ut1117e all instructional methods

in ,pr_rmum frasAion, pl,ilosophv and instruction,11 team functions

ki 11 encourage teachers to elect the method-, they can h(t Sol&

1n,,rtoctional methock 'will include:

=,rA11-proup in!,tru(tion, led lv teach,:,P, who Are skilled

in ,,mall-group dynamic

lecturt,-;, h\ i",tructor,, demon:d.rate al,I1Lt% In

speak ing for group ed i fic at ion.

o large-group instruction, managed by person., particularly



housing will be flexible .and easily rearra.lged upon short notice. Some

construction will even be in the form of transportable units, movable

from site to site as the need arises. tither construction will include

"instant" inflatahles and terrporar.\ "geodesics". In all cases, the

facility design will he intended to contrain the schooling process as

little as possible.

lstablished school facilities will become community learning centers

and sill operate 1,4 16 hours daily. Certain school facilities will be

constructed foot joint use by such school-ielated agencies as departments

of recr ion, he, 1th, social welfare, ,,nd child care.

Instructional Prc'esse; the school programs will be.constitutcd of

a arlet% of teaching-learning schemes, called instructional processes.

The student-choice and teacher- choice orientation o'f instructional processes

',ill assure a "bcst :it" between teaching stles and student learning

strengths.

kitile a f ca teachers ma\ le able to utilize all instruccional methods

in kg timum las -iou, s,110( 1 p1 ilosoplp, and instructional team functions

sill encourage teachcrs tc elect the :lethods the o,-In best handle. Some

instructional meth,ls till include:

-mall-grodp instruction, lid taachcrs uho are skilled

in srall-group dvndrit,_

lectures, instructor amonstrdte abilit' in

speaking for group cdffication.

large-up instruction, mdnaged by per,3on rarticularly

skilled dud in re'-ted in this technique.

lal,oraton lahoratory -Teciali,,ts and

te(hnicians.

rultimeiii,c rn traction, ided teachers h rndi,i

t'xpL rt

I
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tcar te,chin:, b\ teac.hers she ,iii skilled in this

t 1vt Ld ki.:t C ii approach.

teaLhing i.artncrships, betwetn skilled teachers vlio

have complemcnldr% interests.

uork-stud\ prc,osses, carefully monitored by knowledge-

asle school p,i'rsonnel.

independent stud\, guided by teachers with expertise and

e:,perienic in this method.

student peer tutoring, suptir,vised by teachers skilled in

such management.

correspondence courses, managed by teachers with technical

abilities ih this method.

scientifIL-type research, supervised by teachers with

backgrounds in appropriate research fields.

Some instruLtional methods used sparinvh. in the l97's will enjoy wider

usage in the future. Ihec methods include:

0 computer-assisted instruction, tor students with compatible

Learning styles.

,ear -around school operation, r students desiring this.

variable LIMt schedules, with :-tudents on personaliz'ed

(ombinatIons o ,las, lours and days (Open campus is ill-

',licit in this method).

siudcnt-operatcd cnterpiiscL , providing actual products

and ser% lc es for "ro,11- I c" I. experlentis.

,t t- -I tl r TH for f I, 111,, tour

:ero-reicst" method as an alternative mode to the

l 1st i 1( 114-, t-,(.,1 upon -I nor r,),1 I 'r ;di i

lotion , on( or-o t . 11,i r 'Le r d I t er-

n it rye IT; upon (11,wm, , t ()114,wed

corructic studies for students helot. proper



o independent study, guided by teachers with expertise and

experience in this method.

student pecr tutoring, supervi,ed teachers skilled in

5dch managemcnt.

correspondence courses, lanaged teaches: wiLb iechuc_al

abilities in this method.

sclentific-type research, supervised b teachers with

backgrounds in appropriate research fields.

Some instructional methods used sparinvi. in the 19711'k 1.111 wider

usage in the future. lhese methods include:

0 computer-assisted instruction, for students with compatible

learning stles.

.ear- .:round !,(211001 operation, for students desiring this.

variable time schedults, with '.:tents on personalised

combinations of (Las!, ;'0ur,-, and days ;Open campus is im-

pli(it in this method).

student-operated enterprises, providing actual products

and -,erice-, for "real-life" kinds of learniml experiences.

mastery-level criteria for basic skills courses.

"zero reject" method ,s an alternative mode to the

listoric grading s'.stem based upon a normal grade di,tri-

lution and concomitant F',. This criterion-based alter-

native systemwill he based upon diagnosis, followed by

torrective studies for students below proper

accomplishme t levels. incorporated into this system

will be the granting ( academic credit for knowledge and

experien(es trained away from regular school programs.

wirier application ot techniques for the determination of

individual ta(lont neek , ,1 1.111tit. , aspirat ions, and

4 '1
I



FACILITIES

motivations, as well as for the matching of all these

wIth (ompatible teaching styles.

educational travel, with specialists in travel opportun-

Ities supervising pre-planned experiences.

television-centered learning for students Who respond well

to chi;, medium (cable TV, closcd-circuit educational

channels, IV cassette courses, two-way TV instructional

systems, etc.).

utilization of a wide variety of available community

experts as resource people.

utilization of extensive educational Aata banks with

storage and retrieval systems containing pertinent

student records, governmental agency data, and other

relevant information.

extensive use of longer field trips (small-group "educa-

tional excursions" of a few days or several weeks

duration).

peer group instruction, closer supervised by special

pets in group interaction.

simulations and "teaching games" strategies for those

students with a proclivity for these methods.

I. Strategy Cluster (S.E.e `lodel elements below and tLE

red-indexed cluster in tislw Frut_i_spiece).

A
,1,

INSTRUCTIONAL PROCESSES.

EVALUATION

fr

Is an active participant
strItpery

develoon*nt

7-



FACILITIES

systems, etc.).

utilization of a wide variety of available cunrnunity

experts as 1L,ource people.

of extensivu Ldu,,tional data hank,- v.ith

,,torai;e ret tt.t":, cant ini ny, pert inent

studcnt 1-k:cord-, -,overnr,t 11, d lt.1, and ,,t he r

relevant informttion.

extem,Ive u,,e of longer fitld trips (small-group "educa-

tional ex(ur!-,ions" it a few (1a:,-; or several 1,eeks

duration) .

peer group in'-trution, hv spot lal-

Ists in group ,nteraLtion.

stmulation, and "teachins: ,t,dme,-" strategics for those

,-,tudents with 3 proclivit\ for these methods.

Strategy (lustcr (See .lodul elements and (IR

red-indexed elti,-,ter in the Prouti,-plcLe).

(4. &

INSTRUCTIONAL PROCESSES.

is an active participant
n strategy

'development
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Strategy Str,t defined as the overall managemint plan for

schooling. Strategy wt11 be de,,oloped, ipplemented, And monitored

ons t ,00perative proccsse, invctvirg the students, parents, r,ther

community persons, school ,;taff, school facilitators, evaluation tears,

and the central office :,toff. Strategy will be concerned with goals,

objectives, student counseling, entry and exit details, programs, instruc-

tional processes, Facilities, staffing patterns, and evaluation.
r

The Planning Croup (a subset of the Strteg-: clement) will use as

maw, kind of data as possible in strategy development. These data will

include societal goals prioritized bN the school board, expectations of

the local school community, , input from students and stiff.

Positive public relations are considered essenti31 for succissful

school operation. Strategy includes incorporating public relations into

the management plan. Fecause the 'Aodil is projectid at, a continuation

of elementar: and middle school program of similir qualit, and

philosophy, included in strategy ire processi r vhich coordinate and

articulate ,i),,11 strata and subgroups of the ,;(1lool s\n-terr early

ildhood. kindergdrten, intermediate, middle, lunior high, senior high,

health scrvices, media sit-vices, etc.)

(omunitv --lhe educational commuit% is ditintd ds that portion

of s'_ se tved the hoo . Input t rum Chi commun it, pl a vital

role in strategy development. Such input is detivcd from .is mdm

sources as possible and serves these iiincipal functions:

keeps t he communi t lnf ormed hoo I ever lo I

I I; Iv the M1,11 it% in the de, on-mdk p1-l'( e

th n odu at 1,)11,11 Irt Ilt .

0,1 I ',lit ,1 support f or p rcyt

uct ion :I pro( , Int hi givib,' dscoit

?,,f x1,--,t ',C1Vt_ k 1,711T tin 1 t , .

l ' 1 1 ` e the 1 1 t' I 111,,,k`d of t 111.11', 1,11 ,,Nwr t of net,

programs, new in,tructional processes, bond it



tional processes, facilities, staffing patterns, and evaluation.

The Planning Group (a subset of the Strategy element) will use as

many kinds of data as possible in strategy development. These data will

intlude ',of fetal ,;oils prioritized h\ the school board, expectations of

the local school community, and input from students and staff.

Positive public feldtions are considered essertmil for successful

sLhooi .'1)Lrdtion. strategy intlutit-. incorporating public relations into

the management plan. reCAW;C the Yodt1 is pfolecttd as a continuation

of c-lementdry and middle sthool programs of similar quality and

philosophy, included in strategi are proce,-es which tcoordin a_e and

articulate all strata and subgroups of the sfhool system (,uch as earl}

childhood, kindergarten, intermediate, middle, ifiltr nigh, senior high,

health strvffes, media strvites, etf .)

Communit% --The edufational community is C,tfined as that portion

of soLietv served b the hool. input from tht comuurit,' pla\s a vital

rolu in stratew, development. Such input is derived from as man%

souccts as p,,ssihle and servcs these principal funftions:

keeps the tommunitv informed of sch( I events dEd

the communit% in tht decision-making professes

that concern t2duaational managtment.

tstablisht, a Lase of tommunitv support for program, and

Instructlondl protesses, mtanvhile giving assurantt

that the -abool dots exist to serve tilt community.

selp,e, the likelihood of ffnant support of new

provaam,,, pew ina,trufaiopal professes, honk'

fliCi ',tit h.

Involve- r Hitt k,ns ,till prirt ilt in tht t Iona 1

1



Evaluation Evaluation i s tEL proiess by which the quality and/

or quantity of td cational acLomplishment i measured. 1he thrust of

this process is determined through stratetiv development and its

general purpose 1- to improve the accomplishment of designated schooling

functions.

Evaluation must be made as nonthreiltening to staff and to students

as is possible. Its basic purpose is for the improvement of the leain-

liil, pr(cess. the evaluation function will consist of self Evaluation

students, plus evaluation Iv. i;taff and other school personnel in

coordination with special evaluators iThin the school system. In

Addition, audit of the internal evaluation will be conducted period-

ically by external auditors as to insure the validity and ruliabilit\

of the evaluation functions.

Iwo principal evaluatory ititeria will he:

I) How well does this person/program draw and retain students,

emp_oyiru onl ti_thniqui_s of educational enhancement'

2) How well do the aitiviti:s and effort,, t f this person/

ntwr,im foster and promote a viable school system'

va l u i t Ton I 14.1 ri t le, t a ri --Tv-or lent ( d phi to-,ophy. Idea,' of

nt lorti will P(' 1 011', 1%, C' d arid I LIT; I T-T

c t I ,l(!t it 'TT' I I I (Lieut.

ti

.n1 te t.1 e. 1 T. , 1,. TT 1 tn.; tiT1L_A\TTTt .

"Lat. Ile t.`, t L.1 t it tiL,1 t 1 t 1,, T Cc TITTt 11111TT. a t_ .

Mit CUTIL,,t.' it
, t TiT,t-11 it T.T Trl i rcduit_l"i Tr thc

it T IL it ,T.,pil, rt. 1 Ilk . , ,, i
i T ,11,t I t III t t ilfft. '-,-+,31,,

( .1 , .., i I l t 1,t ' t t i l
l I 'I', r t .

1 II(' , t it 1 II, Lid. , 111 tI T,1111L1 .fit 111,Tt a: I

1. t t it 1 t t 1 1 .111.1

t tt i, t, ' it i t t ,!itt 11 t t it '11,'

T. III It Lt1L,t .111 In`.[ruttiolt,i Lill, Tv T'y tilt T. 11.1 1 1



as is possible. Its basic purpose is for the improvement of the learn-

ing process. The evaluation function will consist of self-evaluation

student,,, plus evaluation staff and other school personnel in

coerdination with special evaluators c,ithin tht school syst-cm. In

odd'tion, audit. of ft', internal evaluation will be conducted period-

ically bN, external auditor', so as to Insure the validity and rellabilit%

of the evaluation functions.

Iwo principal evaluatory criteria will be:

I) How well does this person/program draw and retain students,

employing only techniques of educational enhancement?

2) low well de the activities and efforts of this person/

program foster and promote a viable school system?

Ivaluation will reflect a risk-oriented philosophy. Ideas of

apparent worth will Le considered and implemented vithout statistical

re'-carch as a necessarm prerequisite., aid sul,Lquently

ictogni/..e and compensate for these kink (0 scooling endeavols.

ltaLllers will not feel threatened it thi\ are not innovative.

t(-2,nhcr, And stuc!ents will IL iumfortal le and productive in the

traditional sirlelc Has,-,ruom atmoz,phere. I i c or-,tatute a necessary

,Inc. ,a,,reciatcd torponent of the ,-,c11..doliro, ('ftort.

Statf tht statt mi(ludet All pea-,onitl In: out Chi

I 1101 It t It thin se.]tf Could It

11 t rat t 1Itl 11 to 11 . In t,11,',u t form, 1 t ,JNA. ,1 `, t 11,1 t t uturo 0(1111 it

HI IC ette,ted in inttru(tionil ten, hiving tilt

ist.e.rtAining to he, what (apahilities the

student , ,111111''.'1111; per,,on,11 goal' , writ III ipprooriate.

prescript: ,P for the student in tr.rms of specith teal-rung -treniJIv,

r aral,lem-,, And teacher teaching,-student learning st\les

itkith 1 11`-,t I-11( t ]011,11 pro( t t,sos and program,, for opt imun result:,.

I re, illy! 1,, i 1 0: fldt ti t l.,i it 1 nu- t 1 t .111d "t O1-11 t t .1( II 1 1.1',"
I 1( 1 .
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Most of the routine schooling duties will be accomplished by

specially trained paraprofessionals. As a result, tomorrow's teachers

oil l have me re time and opportunity to interact intimately with -,tudents

in those kinds of optimal learning situations which require professional

valuing and skills of Ligiest order. Because the term student is used

in its broadest sense, there will be teacher specialists trained in the

education of many kinds of special students.

Facilitator -- The facilitator is the legally appointed leader of

the school. As such, competency and effectiveness in the following

Items are requisites:

o humanistic leadership qualities.

leadership strategies in the areas of educational

improvement and innovation.

o proper management strategies for a variety of possible

pedagogical approaches, including differentiated

staffing.

o group processes techniques for expediting "committee

type" tasks.

o communication with people of various ages, sex,

ethnicity, and special interests within the school

community. This includes sensitiveness to the

changing needs of school, society and community.

o awareness of trends in educational processes and

curricula.

evaluative techniques, and their uses in the decision-

making process.

central Office Staff The central office staf- is the cadre of

per,.Hnnel who provide expertise and servic e,,, to the entire school system.

Some t tun( tioh, and re-,1 n,ibilities of the central office :,taff

are to:

o articulate between the general goals of the educational



eaucarion or many Kings or special students.

Facilitator -- The facilitator is the legally appointed leader of

the school. As such, competency and effectiveness in the following

items are requisites:

o humanistic leadership qualities.

leadership strategies in the areas of educational

improvement and innovation.

o proper management strategies for a variety of possible

pedagogical approaches, including differentiated

staffing.

o group processes techniques for expediting "committee

type" tasks.

communication with' pcople of various ages, sex,

ethnicity, and special interests within the school

community. This includes sensitiveness to the

changing needs of school, society and communit.

awareness of trends in educational processes and

curricula.

o evaluative techniques, and their uses in the decision-

making process.

Ventral Office Staff The central office staff is the cadre of

personnel who provide expertise and services to the entire school system.

Sore of the functions and respon,il,ilities of the central office staff

are to:

irticulate between the general goals of the educational

s,, stem and the specific immediate goals of local schools.

furnish assistance to the local school staff.

provide P1 inninv (toup strategic-.

administcr hind', and provide' im,tttuttonAl ,scrvice, to

4'1
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o mairtain liaison between the school board and the

local school staff.

maintain a climate of trust and confidence at all times

conducive to improvement and effectiveness of the

local school staff.

3.3 Application of the SWEP Model to a Metroplex Secondary School

Because circumstances beyond the control of the Project Staff

precluded actual application of the Model to the anticipated

Skyline West Educational Park, the Model was applied instead

to a hypothetical Metroplex site. This section describes this

application of the universal SWEP Model to the creation of a

hypothetical secondary school, hereafter referred to as SWEP-H.

The purpose of this application exercise was threefold:

(1) to test the Model and -Ls Planning Specifications,

(2) to serve as a po-sible guide for other metropoli-

tan school system planners, and

(3) to provide concepts for future schooling within

the Metroplex itself.

In this test of the Model's logic and applicability, SWEP-H

was hypothesized as a comprehensive secondary school designed

to serve tho special needs of unique students within the

Dallas-Fort Worth Metroplex (Standard Metropolitan Statistical

Areas). The Planning Specifications used included: needs

assessment; political ancl finamial constraints; site

facilities; goals and programs; instructional processes and

.,t-aff; and strategy and evaluation.

3.3.1 Needs Assessment PlanniriL Specification

the first Planning Specification to be con-

sidered 1,, that of needs assessment. Ahsess-

merlt of schooling need,, can be ircomi-lfshed in

a number of ways, but essentially what art.



precluded actual application of the Model to the anticipated

Skyline West Educational Park, the Model was applied instead

to a hypothetical Metroplex site. This section describes this

application of the universal ST'E'P Model to the creation of a

hypothetical secondary school, hereafter referred to as SWEP-H.

The purpose of this application exercise was threefold:

(1) to test the Model and its Planning Specifications,

(2) to serve as a possible guide for other metropoli-

tan school system planners, and
4

(3) to provide concepts for future schooling within

the Metroplex itself.

In this 'est of the Model's logic and applicability, SWEP-H

was hypothesized as a comprehensive secondary school designed

to serve the special needs of unique students within the

Dallas-Fort Worth Metroplex (Standard Metropolitan Statistical

Areas). The Planning Specifications used included: needs

assessment; leg.i, political and financial constraints; site and

facilities; goals and programs; instructional processes and

staff; and strategy and evaluation.

3.3.1 Needs Assessment Planning Specification

The first Planning Specification to be con-

sidered is that of needs assessment. Assess-

ment of schooling needs can be accomplished in

a number of ways, but essentially what are

determined are the manpower market data, student

demographic data, and data from which school-

goid.; can be inferred.

It will be assumed that each school district participating in the

mulridic;rrict SWIT-H school ha-, performed n needs asessment and his

..)
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I 1';
determined which communal needs exist. This particular needs assessment

is an evaluation of current student-community data, plus a projection of

future educational needs in terms of goals and objectives. For SWEP-H,

the focus of the needs assessment begins with the Metroplex and is

then widened to include the National and international scenes.

3.3.2 Legal, Political and Financial Planning Specification

Multidistrict schr'ol construction, operation, and main-

tenance require precise contractual agreements between

school districts, In addition, many such multidistrict

missions may even require special legislative dispensa-

tions. In any case, the legalities of such joint

ventures must be dui), considered as constraints. The

reader is referred to Volume II*, Appendix 5, for a more

detailed discussion of legal and political consider-

ations, including the origin and nature of such

considerations planning the Project-resultant school

and alternative strategies for dealing with these

considerations.

As pointed out in the research data (Volume II, Appendix 5) there

exists an almost limitless array of strategies, Mechanisms, and arrange-

ments that might be devised and/or included in a plan for a Project-

resultant school involving two or more school districts; but almost every

such arrangement or mechanism that might be selected would, it seems,

entail one or more political and/or legal difficulties or constraints

requiring advance recognition and some effort for removal or modification.

In the detailed discussion of Volume II there are presented some of the

"most Itkel\" strategies and mechanisms that might be employed by

participating districts for cooperative or joint establishment and/ot

operation of a Project-resultant sc ool, along with an analysis of legal**

and/or political*** constraints inherent to each such strategy or hrrhnge-

ment, and recommendations for the removal or amelioration of the effects



Penance require precise contractual agreements between

school districts. In addition, many such multidistTict

missions may even require special legislative dispensa-

tions. In any case, the legalities of such joint

ventures must be duly considered as constraints. The

reader is referred to Volume II*, Appendix 5, for a more

detailed discussion of legal and political consider-

ations, including the origin and nature of such

considerations for planning the Project-resultant school

and alternative ;strategies for dealing with these

considerations.

As pointed out in the roSearch data (Volume II, Appendix 5) there

exists an almost limitless array of strategies, mechanisms, and arrange-

ments that might be .devised and/or included in a plan for a Project-

resultant school involving two or more school districts; but almost every

such arrangement or mechanism that might be selected would, it seems,

entail one or more political and/or legal difficulties or constraints

requiring advance recognition and some effort for removal or modification.

In the detailed discussion of Volume II there are presented some of the

"most likely" strategies and mechanisms that might be employed by

participating districts for cooperative or joint establishment and/or

operation of a Project-resultant school, along with an analysis of legal**

and/or political*** constraints inherent to each such strategy or arrange-

ment, and recommendations or the removal or amelioration of the effects

Volume II is an assemblage of detailed rescarch data considered to be

of interest to a sele$:t few; therefore, the reader is reminded that
it is available at cost from the Project Director.

Including those arising from both statutory and juridic state law, or
from the lack of either statutory provision or judicial precedent, or
both.

*** :Political" as used in thic, presentation excludes the involvement of
pArtv or narrow partian politlis, but rather refers to decision
making (or the acceptance of decisions) by the Fedv
the (itf7ens of the school district and/or their clt, ted repirscnta-
tive,, (lhe Bodrd of School Trustees) .
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of such constraints. No attempt is made in this discussion to promote

the desirability of the establishment and/or operation of a multi-ai,,ttict

school, but rather to present an analysis that may be helpful to those

officials who will have already tentatively decided that such a school

would be desirable, pn.,ided a mutually satisfactory modus operandi can

be found for bringing it into existence and for assuring its operation,

and have then reached the stage of identifying and weighing possible and

available strategies and arrangements as a basis for a final joint decision

to proceed.

In Volume II, the feasibility of two principal strategies for multi-

district schooL- is discussed; namely, consolidation of school districts,

and cooperative arrangements between school districts. Also the following

aspects of consolidation are treated:

(a) complete county-wide consolidation;

(b) consolidation of a central-city district with one or more

contiguous, smaller districts; and

(c) partial or "layered" consolidation of districts.

In Volume II, the following cooperative arrangements are discussed:

(a) two or more school districts jointly providing and operating

entirely within the borders of one of the districts all

of the specialized educational programs/services needed

for certain categories of special-need pupils who reside

within any and all of the cooperating districts, and for

which this purpose a facility would be jointly provided

either through new construction, or the renovation and

modification of an existing structure not needed other-

wise by the "receiving district", and with i general

agreement for the participating district; to each bear

a pro rata part of the cost of the enterprise based un

the proportion of the total pupil enrollment originating

1

1



and have then reached the stage of identifying and weighing possible and

available strategies and arrangements as a basis for a final joint decision

to proceed.

In Volume II, the feasibility of two principal strategies for

district schools is discussed; namPly, consolidation of school districts,

and cooperative arrangements LeLween school districts. Also the following

aspects of consolidation are treated:

(a) complete county-wide consolidation;

(b) consolidation of a central-city district with one or more

contiguous, smaller districts; and

(c) partial or "layered" consolidation of districts.

In Volume II, the following cooperative arrangements are discussed:

(a) two or more school districts jointly providing and operating

entirely within the borders of one of the districts all

of the Specialized educational programs/services needed

for certain categories of special-need pupils who reside

within any and all of the cooperating districts, and for

which this purpose a facility would be jointly provided

either through new construction, or the renovation and

modification of an existing structure not needed other-

wise by the "receiv;ng district", and with a general

agreement for the participating districts to each bear

a pro rata part of the cost of the enterprise based on

the proportion of the total pupil enrollment originating

in each of the "bending districts"; and

(b) several school districts jointly providing and operating

a galaxy of the same sort of specialized educational pro-

grams and services as described under the first variation

of the cooperitie-arraugenent !,trategy, but to di tribute

the separate constituent specialized programs and the

'4-)
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facilities needed for such programs among the various

parti( :pacing di,,tricts, with each district providing

the fayilities, staff, and management for the special-

ized programs allocated to it. Undor such an arrange-

ment one district might provide all of the programs

(in ore facility provided by and within that district)

needed for all of the blind-and-deaf secondary pupils

resoling in the multi-district area; while another

participating district would provide (within its

boundaries) all of the specialized programs and facili-

ties needed for all of the paraplegic secondary pupils

of the entire muitidistrict area; and concurrently a

third district might have the responsibility for pro-

viding programs and facilities for all of the autistic

and emotionally-disturbed pupils of secondary school age

residing anywhere in the participating districts.

In this manner the responsibility for all of the specialized programs

that can not be provided feasibly by any one of tla individual districts

exclusively for its own pupils would be "parceled out" among the several

districts with each district assuming : pro rata share of the cost of each

program based upon the number of special-need pupils it has attending that

particular program each year, calculated on a program-cost basis, and

defraying such costs on a fee payment or tuition basis. The operational

cortpt of the Project-resultant school under this set of arrangements

would be quite difftrenc from the «Incept of a Project-resultant school in

which all of its progra-,s are provided at one locale under a unified

management scheme; neverthc_less, the purpose and product (educated

pupils) Could be the :,Arne fnr the concept of the unified Project-

resultant s(hool.

For purposes of modeling it will be assumed that the legal and
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needed for all of the blind-and-deaf secondary pupils

residing in the multi-di,,triet area; while another

participating di,,trlit would provide (viti,in it

boundaries) all of the -,pei program; and facili-

ties needed for all the praplegic i,eion.dary

of the entire rult_idistri,t and concurr(ntli,

third distriit might have the responsibilit 1,,r pro-

viding programs and facilities for all of the ,iutistic

and emotionally-disturbed pupil-, of secondary sihool ige

residing anywhere in the participating districts.

manner the responsibility for all of the specialied rrogrars

that can not be provided feasibly by any one ot the in('Ividual listricts

exclusively for its own pupils would "parcelid out" among th, severalir
districts with ric:' district assuming a pro rata -hare of the cost of each

program based upon the number of special-need pupils it has attending that

particular ,rogram each year, calculated o a program-cost basis, and

defraying such costs on a fee payment or tuition iht2 operational

concept of the Project-resultant school under tl.is et et arrangements

would be quite different from the concept of a Project- resultant ,,chocl in

wiLlLii all of its programs are provided at one locale under a unified

management scheme; nevert1;eles, the purpose ,ind produ:t (educ ated

r pils) could be the same as for the concept (1' the unifticl Project-

resultant school.

For purposes of modeling it will be assumed that the legal and

financial bases for 5t%[P-11 i ive been established; and that the school

will serve an ,irea including the western portion at the 1)alla5 Independent

ea,(tern section 0t the Fort bar th Indcpendilit School

Dist r ic t , mud the it in' 1 d ,t t Lc t ht t vei



3.1.3 Site and Facilities PlannialLApecificatien

Pro, ceding wider the assumption that the constraints

of the essi Lnt ,1`, the legal and rinan-

,Ill Planni,g Ype(ifi,ati have been properly handled,

the next tel will be to ionsider possible alternative

and Tocilities. Of course, the St:I'P Nodel is

not tacilit%- or sitt-dependent, existing install-

ation., should he first considered as prospective school-

f4ites and facilities considerations will be

deriv,o fro' the demographic, manpower, and goals data

gathered during the needs assessment.

If fit:. lac-Lilt% construction is contemplated, careful consideration

,ost en to ener,y needs, to taste disposal, to transportation, and

t, th- fe.,1:,remenLs imposed by the schooling programs. In regard to

need,, gLoieL., 1,11s _Ire ,,leLmed necessari to insure adequate supplies

:i,sar, tLat constr nct;on design and iterials yield optimal con-

in.! 3.6, Volume IT, this Report).

t I Hu i 11,1i1t11 ot both

tH",i..--, la ilts, soil f , e,hk.s:, ood stiff 1 ( I (.' n t t 1 ,-,:-., u r d n c k:
1

1-- t -:.,1 I I VA 1 I I i ilit.',1liaite

t ' 1
1 ,. tk. ,i , 1'..' F todd

t: r: .t ,, fel:, r-,i pha,ed out due to
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3.3.4 (roals and Programs Planning Specification

()al, and programs are planned, using data obtained

from the needs assessment process. The subsections

that follow categories are student demography, manpower

needs, student types, and programs.

"Aido,,t r-rt_tident detlographir_ data tot

!oetrople, mirtaincl during the ltllt1.11 phaser, or the

Proje,t aid aio 1,,,Pld in VoIntile II, Appendix 1. Iher,e r-iLte kinds

rrr dc!lirrgr 'ere 11..pother,ized for the ,trey to he -,,,rved

SMP-h. It .JAI, t-o,urred that the need-, ar-o,er,r,ment dJtd tortild

lilt, r ( t I

. tort. per rrit ('40 ) 01 the ),000 r,tudentr, in the -r(hoo1

cot4 tr,rh) t ivtior,e inror,e I-, in the upp, r rlo

.r; thr in, i h,Lh -,t.utddrd Metropolitan statistical

art

. I itt% per ,nt ( 0) ) ),1100 -0

1H! r,Uth tr,'rr CH' Lite t rt,p()I It .11-1

,t_tr,11 ire!, on ,tAnd,rrdized ichieve-

ment.

. Hirt -t !!!'lt ( ) [ID ))0(10 III 1,,

I I I, I !! 17!!!! I t ,!1-!!!!!' t

I I+' 1' I in t i! I it-,

J!!! t t (1111 !H.! I1 I IL

i! I

ii! ' I t

t II!

t I,I11 t I !!! t 1!! l'!I !WI 1)'; t I \li'l i rl It



the Metroplex were obtained during the initial phases of the

ProlLut and are found in Volume II, Appendix 1, these swift kinds

of durJJ,,,r.lpil I {.lt 1 Wert: hvpothesizt d I or t Ile tt he tierVed

t. t Lit the Ilt c(1.--, w,111(1

t i n s r t ht 'e t. 1 Mr it. It I I `j,t. I k ti.

11.1-t 3 01 the I ,OUU utL titti i 11 t

FOT'l I,ii n 1 I es whose it ()Me 1ti Ill the upper 30'

of t ht: or 11001 ,,tiind,ird Metropolit"n statistical

.ire

I r (50, ) of the 5,000 ,,tudent-, will tit ''re

or ..11)()%e the hOth percentile of the -,t,ndard metropelitan

area-, on standard i zed tests of achieve-

ment.

. ihlrty -five per tent (I 3 .)11 the 5,000 '-;t udci, t I 1 ;)0

rai 1,11 i nor i t within t

ropo 1L,in -,t_rit 1st lc 11

the t I: lent 111 tot ,l1 11),000 I, iutit

t 1 I 1: 1,1 1t)1,r1 1 r.1 I) hr1:h
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The SWIT-11 staff will l,t komp rised of specialized professional teach-

, ,,ir,professional personnel with particular training, and community re-

!

1 ,t t 1 I k. 11 1 till t 1 - e of tht unique tot

N'cut I ent ' ith t I I-, ",'FaT,r'-', 1)P.
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. ,tot pt, Ant: suivIeNcnt the educational roles of

tolletwues win teJthInr st\les and tethniques differ-

ent trod

. reain In the magnet school onl% long as they exhibit

teachin:, behavior,. corpatible with the basic tenet of magnet

school philo-,ophy; narelv, attractiqg and retaining students

throm,11 tedher---tudent interaction, which enhance le,irnin.

. e" brake the philosopnv oi "zero-reject" schooling system;
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administtati,n, the staff, the community and internal

,01) Lxrernal Iwo i ev tiudtcr,.

is(1,11 strategy or viou,ly implies an orihestratfon (i all ilement,

within the schooling vodel. This is where the Planning Group plays its

extreme'', important roll. The following features of magnet school strat-

egy are examples of the rinds of school strategies built into the SW1P-H

design:

. Administrators will never say, "That's a good idea, but we can't

possibly schedule it." If the idea seems good, it will be sched-

uled somehow.

. School climatc will he risk-oriented. If the idea seems good, it

Lill be implemented and evaluated. Conversely, antiquity will

rot constitute a valid argument for existence. Both innovative

and historical programs will core under continuous evaluation,

and nonproductive programs will be phased out in timely fashion.

. leathers and students who desire the classical academic type of

education Lill not he threatened; rather, they will constitute

an integral part of SLIP -H sihooling.

. l(iversible education ,1 planning, as diagrammed protc

tale emergehie and consequ(nt flow cf ideas (for '',)11r,-,e content,

ur cotial , and si ho())inv inagement) from the student) and thi tea(_hing

stab re the leadtrs; rather than relying heavily ,)n the prevalent

t ,),)11d: t t t he I ')

t

ilt t t I I ( 11, t e
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design:

. Administrators will never say, "That's a good idea, but we can't

p(}ssibly schedule it." If the idea seems good, it will he ,,ched-

uled -,omehow.

. S(hool climate will be risk-oriented. If the idea seems good, it

will be implemented and evaluated. Conversely, antiquif_y will

not constitute a valid argument for existence. Both innovative

and historical programs will come under continuous evaluation,

and nonproductive programs will be phased out in timely fashion.

. leachers and students who desire the classical academic type of

education will not be threatened; rather, they will constitute

an integral part of St\TP-H schooling.

. Reversible educational planning, as diagrammed beloY, will promote

the emergence and consequent flow of ideas (for course content,

curricual, and schooling management) from the students and the teaching

staff to the leaders; rather than relying heavily on the prevalent

vice versa condition of the 1970's.
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munity resource persons, Lentral office staff, and support serviLes

personnel a, i it hay , real and necessalv mutually supportive functions

therein.

In eduLational vern,',u1 ar, SVEP-H will be "input solicitous and

cybernet Ica? respons lee". Accordingly, the Planning 1,roup will he
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personnel will have real and necessary mutualli, supportive functions

therein.

Iii iern WEP-H be "input ,,olicitoil

ovNerneti,iall% rtyeni,t%e". cicrdinglv, the Planning cieup will 1, VI:LE

the pivotal role of seeking cut and evaluating the widest spect run it

vested-interest-group input.

Planning Lroup the Planning Croup is the tritital subset of tht

".ode l's strategy element and ills lodes members from all sectors of the

school ,ommunitr--students, parents, professional staff, administrators,

representatives from the community, central office staff, and representa-

tives from higher education. Ilse Planning Group will be responsible for

articulating the interactive elements of the magnet school and will serve

the particularl vital role of the cvbernectic systeh's pilot.

Evaluation -- Because of the diversity of programs, the Planning

Croup will develop evaluation procedures matched to particular programs.

Student e%aluittion, self-eva. tion by teachers and students, internal

mandze-ont and external evaluators will constitute part of

continuou s evaluation Ihe pri:ary goal of evaluation will he

bdslcalli tvoield:

11 to IPprove thc temhin-leamnin, pros ee
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Pru je, t Logist I, t,

1.11 L iLI 1% lor the basic 1k4,1tikal pt rti tp,

Pre;tct in terms of stIti and administration, facilities, and

.1 Iroject Staff and Administration

rhe configuration of the staff was altered occasionally durint,

the Project period; however, the following basic staffing pattern

prevailed:

Director Gerald N. King, Ph. D.

Senior Research Engineer Allen M Feder, Ph. D.

Senior Planner Browning Comns

Senior Planner James G. McMath

Associate Planner Rldford Gregg

Associate Planner H. B. Bell

Senior Analyst Robert J. Burns, Ph. D.

Assistant Evaluator Mary Ann Allan

Data lechnician Blmbi Ragan

SeLretr% Shirley Price

Secretary Janie Campos

Editorial (onsultint, Jame Bezdek, Ph. D.

lJait Flliott, Ph. D.

Brice Quarles

Servik_esf the Senior Analyst, the Assistant Evaluator, and the

Data te,hnik ran were shared equally with another U.S. Off ice of hd-

u,ation pro)e(t heing performed by the Dallas Independent School

Distrikt. Ihe management hierarcy being used to monitor prole,_t

a,tiyities Lopsisccd cl the loi lowing officers of the Dallas indu-

pt'Ilden t ho 1 D Cal t :

%olan Late .Superint e n de ill ,

Associate SuperintendentDevelopment Rogers L. Barton
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,ichtintstratr, to iv tLe Irc,ouing para?_taphs, a National Fe'.

the Prole,t's, status and to Inctra,t

:t11 ''r,t ]cc t Sta f Adminitrat,,rs. CnLtto mot, Itersh p uded :

Dr. a ry n H. Berkeley , Doan
t o 1 leibe of Business Administration

.arth texas State Universi ty

Penton. lexas 7b203

Dr. Luvern L. Cunq nghar
Professor of Educat ion and Puhl LA Po I icy

()1110 State Up, iven i tv

1; 1 2 Neil Avenue

Columbus, Ohio .43210

Pr. Harold b. Gores , President
Lducat ione.1 Fac i 1 it Les 1 aboratoi

:ladison Avenue

1,eu ark, Nov York 10022

Dr. Lal, lop( e D. P.iskew, Prof c,-,or

Department of F dncat lanai Adm I r ist rat ion

[he 1 niversitv of I exatt, at .\uat in

Education Anne:,

Aust in, I /12
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5. Implications, ((m(lu,lons, And Re(ommerditions

Ibis se,_fion put 'orwdid sore imp11(ation, and concrlusious iror the

Pro;e,t, partl;ul irlt in terms of applviny, the c('0:1'1' Model to the pl

,t future schas Is. lieso in turn I( ad to ,eral rA:ririt._1_01-, concern

in4 the utlii/ation of this study.

5,1 Implications ol the Study

Educators should undoubtedly continue their efforts to emulate

the Fethods of the anil\tical s(iences whenever confronted hr school-

problems whose solutinns seem to lend themselves to such an ap-

proach. Analytical scientists never directly undertake a real pro-

blem in its complete existential complexit). Instead, they conceive

viable model of this real problem. A truly viahl( model has three

soatial piop(rties: (1) it muat yielc4 solutions, (2) it must ap-

proximate the real problem sufficiently so that its solutions serve

appropriate utilitarian ends, and (3) it must have a structure

amenable to continuous refinement for closer approximation to the

rtal problem as new data become availdlle.

3,2 Conclusiols

the ' Modcl appears to be viable as well as universal. Its

inherent flexibility, philosophy, and universality of application

should be of substantial assistanfe to future planners of school

in at arc, of pubic edudtin. This would bc expecially trot

for future se(,nAiry edutatIon plaaners.
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Educators should undoubtedly continue their efforts to emulate

the methods ot the allytical sciences whenever confronted by school-

ing prohleris whose solutions seem to lend themselves to such an ap-

proat It. Analytical scientists never diretly underta1e a ral pro-

hler in its complete csistential complesit. inste.itl, the con(eive

a viable model ot this re,i1 problem. A truly viablt model has three

essential properties: (1) it must yield solutions, (2) it must ap-

proximate the real problem sufficiently so that its solutions serve

appropriate utilitarian ends, and (3) it must have a structure

amenable to continuous refinement for closer approximation to the

real problem as new data become available.

5.2 Conclusions

The SWEP Model appears to be viable as well as universal. Its

inherent flexibility, philosophy, and universality of application

should be 01 substantial assistance to future planners of school-

ing at any level of p,:olic education. Fhis would be especially true

for future secondar:, "':.cation planners.

the data and literature indicate that what has been called the
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all aseLts s,hooling.

Schooling will emphasize coping skills by stressing the growth of an

individual's positive self-image, the development of an individual's

psychomotor skills for leisure and for health (schooling for a sound mind

in a sound body), and enhanced awareness of the individual's self and re-

lation of self to both society and environment. This latter awareness of

en-ironment will pervade career development, consumer-producer roles, con-

servation roles, and aestheticism in a postindustrial age of technocracy.

S,ch schooling for coping awareness implies offering relevant and utilitar-

ian physical education, science education, and fine arts and humanities as

a part of the core curriculum.

the focus of schooling, then, may well shift from the traditional

role of providing mostly vicarious experiences to one of providing direct

experiences. In the former role, schools are assumed to be serving trad-

itional "information poor" clientele whereas in the latter role the schools

assume that television and other mass media have pr-,duced Lliertele rich

in vicarious experiences (' information rich") and lacking mostly in direct

community experiences. In other words, beyond teaching the basic skills

the schools would become productive subset communities within which students

would Larry out responsible activities in service to the total community.

?he narcisstic goal of student self-improvement for academic reasons would

repla,cd by skills v-als to equip the individual for coping with a corn-

',Lex and te(hnologi(dl soLiet. These educational goals would encompass

k_op1m' re,,penthlt, behavior, to lead or

,ith dn0 ,,11nifttJ fon,,umer-producer roles, and the

: r
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rarlOn or seir to Dorn society and environment. This latter awareness of

environment will pervade career development, consumer-producer roles, con-

servation roles, and aestheticism in a postindustrial age of technocracy.

Su(h Schooling for coping awareness implies offering relevant and utilitar-

ian physical education, science education, and fine arts and humanities as

a part of the core curriculum.

The focus of schooling, then, may well shift from the traditional

role of providing mostly vicarious experiences to one of providing direct

experiences. In the former role, schools are assumed to be serving trad-

itional "information poor" clientele whereas in the latter role the schools

assume that television and other mass media have produced Lliertele rich

in vicarious experiences ("information ri.7.h") and lacking mostly in direct

community experiences. In other words, beyond teaching the basic skills

the schools would become productive subset communities within which students

would carry out responsible activities in service to the total community.

The narcisstic goal of student self-improvement for academic reasons would

be replaced by skills goals to equip the individual for coping with a com-

plex and technological society. These educational goals would encompass

such societal coping skills as: responsible behavior, ability to lead or

to follow with dignity, wise and dignified consumer-producer roles, and the

like.

Education t;i11 cost more, but this financial burden will not be shirk-

ed since education will be highly valued in the technocracy of the 1980's,

and beyond. Ibis valuing of education will evolve from the dependence

upon technology and the concomitant need for specialized workers with

technical competences and skills.



5.3 Recommendations

It is recommended that the SWEP Model and its Planning Speci-

fications be considered carefully by planners of future schools.

The Model is indeed universal in that it appears applicable to all

educational levels and to all educational areas of the future.

Because implementation of the SWEP Model is highly dependent

upon flexible, "futuristic" kinds of roles for professional educa-

tors, it is recommended that

o further research be undertaken to refine the knowledge

of those special professional skills and attitudes

concomitant with "futuristic" teaching.

o further research findings be melded with those of this

Report and utilized by institutions preparing "futuristic"

teachers and "futuristic" facilitators.

o institutions consider establishment of a pre-service

training program for those persons who will serve as

,teachers and facilitators (instructional team members),

thereby creating a talented and trained leadership pool

to be drawn upon by schooling systems which implement the

SWEP Model. Ibis could consist of a "renewal" training

program for in-service teachers, as well AS a pre-servic

program. loth program types would train persons in con-

gruence with the SWEP Model.

Sine& the !'!odel requites tkit d trained pardprofessional

will ashame more and mute of the routine duties currently
.

encumbering ceitlfis?cl teacherh, it i recommended that

further recearfh be done on defintng the future skill-, of

the paraprofessional and placing these definitions at the

disposal of teacher training institutions so that they can
VINEEMENOMMEM1



Because implementation of the SWEP Model is highly depenuenL

upon flexible, "futuristic" kinds of roles for professional educa-

tors, it is recommended that -

o further research be undertaken to refine the knowledge

of those special professional skills and attitudes

concomitant with "futuristic" teaching.

o further research findings be melded with those of this

Report and utilized by institutions preparing "futuristic"

teachers and "futuristic" facilitators.

o institutions consider establishment of a pre-service

training program for those persons who will serve as

teachers and facilitators (instructional team members),

;hereby creating a talented and trained leadership pool

tc be drawn upon by schooling systems which implement the

S4EP Model. This could consist of a "renewal" training

program for in-service teachers, as well as a pre-service

program. Both program types would train persons in con-

gruence with the SWFP Model.

o Since the Model requires that a trained paraprofessional

will assume more and more of the routine duties currently

encumbering certified teachers, it is recommended that

further research he done on defining the future skills of

the paraprofessional and placing these definitions at the

disposal of teacher training institutionE so that they can

design suitable programs to prepare those who will perform

"futuristic" paraprofessional tasks.

3.
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